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Abstract: Classifying accounts of institutionalized social norms that rely on
individual rule-following as ‘sociological’ and accounts based on individual
opportunity-seeking behavior as ‘economic’, the paper rejects purely economic
accounts on theoretical grounds. Explaining the realworkings of institutionalized
social norms and social order exclusively in terms of self-regarding opportunity-
seeking individual behavior is impossible. An integrated sociological approach
to the so-called Hobbesian problem of social order that incorporates opportunity-
seeking along with rule-following behavior is necessary. Such an approach
emerges on the horizon if economic methods are put to good sociological use
on the basis of recent experimental economic findings on rule-following behav-
ior.
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“Well, then, says I, what’s the use of you learning to do right when it’s troublesome to do
right and ain’t no trouble to do wrong, and the wages is just the same? I was stuck. I couldn’t
answer that. So I reckoned I wouldn’t bother no more about it, but after this always do
whichever come handiest at the time.” (Huckleberry Finn)

1 Introduction and Overview
Solving the time honored so-called ‘Hobbesian problem of social order’ (Parsons
1968) requires to account for the existence and maintenance of institutionalized
social norms and order exclusively in terms of extrinsically motivated individual
opportunity-seeking choices of whichever would ‘come handiest at the time’.¹ In

1 Opportunity-seeking is used here to mean that all foreseeable causal consequences of a partic-
ular act at a particular time and location are taken into accountwith their likelihoods.Whether an
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search of an adequate understanding of the emergence and maintenance of in-
stitutionalized social norms and order the focus of this essay is on the contro-
versy between two types of methodological individualists: those who believe that
assuming intrinsically motivated rule-following is indispensable (‘sociologists’)
and those who believe that opportunity-seeking behavior alone can explain the
emergence and maintenance of institutionalized social norms and order.²

This controversy has been and still is dominated by ‘ideal theories’ that ex-
presswhat norms ‘demand’ in ‘impersonalized’ways.³Yet, “impersonalised state-
ments one might be inclined to make about human societies generally require, if
they are to be politically informative, elaboration into statements about particular
concrete people doing things to other people” (Geuss 2008, 24).⁴ This applies to
social norms analogously. Theymust be upheld’ by particular individuals in ways
that causally induce particular individuals to show particular behaviors. Only if
statistical correlations’ or social regularities’ in real human behavior are brought
about by particular individuals expressing particular predictive and/or prescrip-
tive expectations and complying with them in particular acts can we speak of
(‘real’ or) ‘institutionalized’ social norms and order.⁵

act has in general certain consequences or what would be the consequences if everybody would
perform it does not matter—only the particular act under particular circumstances along with all
its foreseeable future causal consequencesmatters. Intrinsicallymotivated rule-following behav-
ior takes place if the actor chooses partly independently of the exigencies of a situation according
to an envisioned general criterion concerning a class of acts.
2 The paper sidelines the dispute betweenmethodological individualists and adherents of holis-
tic explanations of social phenomena; what I could conceivably say on the topic has been stated
in Vanberg 1975.
3 Keeping clear of what has been called ‘ideal theory’ and ‘meta-ethics’ is necessary. Feasibility
issues are discussed in Brennan/Pettit 2005; Hamlin/Stemplowska 2012; Gaus 2016. ‘Institution-
alized norms as technology’ are discussed in H. Albert 1985 while an excellent older meta-ethical
introduction to moral-realism is Sayre-McCord 1988 and a more recent book-length treatment
Miller 2013.
4 Jeremy Bentham’s observation that ‘the demand for a right is no more that right than hunger
is bread’ (Bentham 1843) elegantly foreshadows Geuss’ statement with respect to natural law
claims’ that attribute existence to such ideal demandswithout requiring that rights’ as real causal
factors have to be institutionalized by particular individuals following these demands and show-
ing particular behaviors.
5 The somewhat inflationary use of ‘institutional’ in this paper is meant to serve as a constant re-
minder that predictive and prescriptive expectations are addressed ‘quid facti’ rather than ‘quid
iuris’. When Vostroknutov speaks of descriptive resp. injunctive norms in this issue of A&K his
perspective is also strictly quid facti. Within his as well as the moral science perspective of the
present paper the corresponding quid iuris questions are not whether in an ideal world ideal
norms of a certain type are deemed justified but which of factually viable behavioral technolo-
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Most sociologists allow for future-oriented opportunity-seeking behavior
along with rule-following. But they typically do not offer a theory of the comple-
mentary explanatory roles of opportunity-seeking and rule-following behavior.⁶
This is unsurprising, since relying on future-oriented opportunity-seeking as uni-
versal behavioral hypothesis prevents economists logically from offering a theory
of the complementary role of rule-following. Nevertheless, an understanding of
why purely economic accounts of social norms fail can provide insights that are
hardly accessible along any other pathway of social inquiry.

The complementary roles that economic and sociological arguments may
adopt in integrated accounts of social norms and social order can be illustrated
not only by recent game theoretic re-formulations of purely economic approaches
but also by their interplay in the history of ideas.⁷ Though the history of ideas
is not the primary focus of this essay a bird’s eye view of the historical role of
arguments is suitable to introduce central topics of this essay before I give an
overview over the sequence of arguments in the present essay.

It is remarkable that in the recent history of the debate between academic
economists and sociologists it went largely unnoticed and is still underappre-
ciated that some sixty years ago the leading legal philosopher of the 20th cen-
tury, Herbert Hart (see Hart 1961; Hoerster 2013) had rung the death knell on the
‘economic theory of law before the (modern) economic theory of law’ (see sec-
tion 2 below).⁸ Yet, in line with the religious tradition that the first knell was rung
while the dying person was still alive, there was life in the old dog yet.⁹ Since the
1960s advances in economic and game theoretic approaches to institutionalized
social norms and order have been breathing new life into the Hobbesian mau-

gies of institutionalized norms seem comparativelymore desirable than others according to some
factually accepted evaluative standard or other; see for somedetails and further referencesKliemt
2018.
6 The rule-following behavior whose indispensability for an adequate account of social norms
sociologists emphasize must, if opportunism is allowed for, be somehow weighed against the
ever present ‘temptations’ to deviate opportunistically from rule following. Human actors can
as a matter of fact deviate from envisioned rule-guided prescriptions. So, there needs to be a
theory when and how these deviations occur. To the extent that this theory includes the costs
of foregoing opportunities the sociologist is already close to using economic modeling tools to
formulate her own theory.
7 See for an overview of the argument Kliemt 1985 and as a representative anthology Raphael
1969.
8 Hart put together an array of arguments in favor of the central ‘sociological’ thesis that without
intrinsically motivated rule-following the actual workings at least of strictly hierarchical legal
institutions could not be adequately accounted for.
9 Ironically Hart rang the knell when so-called economic imperialism took off; see for a popular
presentation of the economic imperialism of the time McKenzie/Tullock 1978.
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soleum. Formal proofs and explorations of the so-called Folk-Theorem of game
theory Robert Aumann (1981) and seminal applications of the underlying ideas
by David Lewis (1969), Michael Taylor (1976; 1987) and Andrew Schotter (1981)
shifted the ‘explanation possibility frontier’ of the model of opportunity-seeking
inter-active choice making outwards (see section 3.1).

Partly overlapping with these approaches which made an extended effort to
staywithin the constraints of the explanatorymodel of future-orientedopportunity-
seeking choice making, Andrew Schotter’s economic theory of social institutions
has been a significant step towards incorporating rule-following.¹⁰ Extending
David Lewis’ original discussion of pure co-ordination (language) games to wider
classes of social institutions Schotter was not yet arguing in terms of evolutionary
game theory but introduced commitments to strategies before evolutionary game
modeling made systematic use of such commitments.¹¹ Evolutionary game mod-
eling created invaluable insights concerning institutionalized social norms and
order and managed to popularize them widely.¹² Yet, among economists it went
underappreciated that evolutionary models rely on commitments when concep-
tualizing strategies as programs rather than as mere plans of opportunistic action
(see section 3.2).¹³

Ironically itwere nevertheless economists like ErikKimbroughandAlexander
Vostroknutov (Kimbrough/Vostroknutov 2016) who presented what seems partic-
ularly intriguing and convincing experimental evidence of genuine rule-following
among humans and its behavioral effects (see section 4). Yet, most economists
seem still loath to acknowledge that they are in fact endorsing the central pillar of
the behavioral model of individualist sociology if they incorporate rule-following
into their models.¹⁴ This is obvious from the fact that they cite Jon Elster’s article
‘Social Norms and Economic Theory’ in the Journal of Economic Perspectives as
if it were a contribution to economics when Elster states (tongue in cheek): “Ra-

10 This aspect of Schotter’s theory is underappreciated in the criticism in Granovetter 1985.
11 See for a more detailed discussion of Schotter’s at the time innovative approach Kliemt 1986a
and onwhy Schotter’s empirically justifiedmove is problematicwithin purely economic accounts
of institutional in an informal philosophy of law way Kliemt 1987.
12 Impressive examples of this genre are Axelrod 1984; 1986; Voss 1985; Sugden 1986; Schüssler
1985; 1990.
13 In contradiction to the insights of Schelling 1960; Selten 1965.
14 It is another irony of this line of the history of ideas that in particular researchers whose dis-
ciplinary affiliations were in economics have been elaborating accounts that were sociological in
that they rejected the exclusivity of opportunistic behavior. The most prominent example is, of
course, F. A. v. Hayek with V. Vanberg as ally, see e.g. Hayek 1973; 1976; 1979. Formal evolution-
ary game theory (Maynard-Smith 1982) took off later; Hammerstein/Selten 1994 documents how
rapid progress has been.
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tionality is essentially conditional and future-oriented. Social norms are either
unconditional or, if conditional, are not future-oriented.” (Elster 1989, 99)¹⁵

The two sentences of Elster’s statement amount to acknowledging the central
difficulty of traditional rational choice approaches to get what is not future-
oriented, ‘social norms’, out of ‘rationality’ which “is essentially [. . . ] future-
oriented”:¹⁶ In a strictly future-oriented behavioral perspective in which ‘bygones
are bygones’ and rational future-oriented actors ‘alwaysdowhichever comehand-
iest at the time’ there seems no room for unconditional compliance.¹⁷

Though real human actors do not follow rules whatever the ‘ (opportunity)
costs’ of compliance,¹⁸ they do not behave like ‘homines oeconomici’. Humans
are neither exclusively extrinsically motivated by the predicted consequences of
responding to the exigencies of each situation of choice-making separately nor
are they guided exclusively by envisioned general rules which they interpret as
prescribingwhat to do. Acknowledging this, the aim of the subsequent discussion

15 Even an eminent economist like Peyton Young is ‘fuzzy’ aboutwhere his otherwise impressive
theories of emergence of social norms transcend the purely economic paradigm; see Young 1998;
2008; 2015.
16 Viktor Vanberg in his excellent work on rules in economics acknowledges that rules cannot
be rationally chosen simply because it is desirable to be able to do so (Vanberg 1988, 98ff.). Like
Ulysses who needs amast to be bound to, actors need to be presentedwith the option of choosing
to be committed to a rule. Otherwise they may desire but be unable to choose becoming commit-
ted. Insofar there is no substantial disagreement between Vanberg’s and the views expressed
subsequently. He and I are both endorsing the groundbreaking work on economic methodology
ofHansAlbert (seeH.Albert 1967; 1998;H. Albert et al. 2012). Yet, Vanberg chooses to use the term
‘economics’ for the type of evidence-oriented discipline Hans Albert envisionedwhile I think that
this tends to perpetuate confusion. This being said I concede that it is, of course, possible to use
the term ‘economic explanation’ in a wider sense that allows for rule-following behavior. In that
case the categorical distinction between opportunity-seeking and rule-following has to be made
within economics. Since I believe that exclusive future-orientation rather than consistency (max-
imization) is the differentia specifica between economic rational choice and other approaches I
chose to draw the line between economic and other accounts of institutionalized social norms in
terms of future-orientation.
17 An effort to integrate the strict future-orientation of Austrian economics which would allow
for action motivated by the shadow of the future only with the shadow of the past is made in
Lewis 2004.
18 Actors are bounded by commitments and not only cognitive constraints in the sense of Simon
1957; 1985. Of course, rules are used by agents to draw conclusions about future events in the light
of their knowledge of past events, too. Yet rules as internal prescriptive constraints on choices are
different even though they build on the results of predictive uses of rules. Appreciating Wittgen-
stein, I nevertheless deliberately avoid discussinghis concept of rules in anyphilosophical detail.
I will rely instead on themetaphor of a strategy as program as opposed to strategy as plan allowing
for opportunity-cost-dependent deviations from the program; see below.
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is to critically assess which central aspects of the economic approach to social
institutions should bemaintained and which abandoned if the universality claim
of the basically Hobbesian economic model cannot be upheld.

The sequence of arguments in the paper will unfold as follows: I start (2.)
with characterizing the Hobbesian economic model of opportunity-seeking be-
havior in relation to ideal-typical alternatives (2.1), illustrate how it has been em-
ployed to ‘reduce’ what appears as rule-following behavior to case-by-case future-
oriented opportunity-seeking choice making (2.2) and then hold against it some
arguments from Herbert Hart’s seminal critique of hierarchical Hobbesian ‘eco-
nomic theories of law’ (2.3).¹⁹ In the next section (3.) I will introduce the concept
of an equilibrium of mutual threats (‘if you beat up my doctoral student then I
will beat up your doctoral student!’). I initially focus on the notoriously underap-
preciated coordinative aspects of social customs in contexts of pure coordination.
In these contexts strategic plans will always be executed case-by-case by future-
oriented opportunity-seeking actors whose predictive expectations are correlated
according to the custom (3.1). Introducing mixed, partly coordinative and partly
conflictual, motives of opportunity-seeking actors I then explore the limits of in-
trinsic ‘pro-social’ distributive motives (whose presence has been demonstrated
by numerous game experiments). I conclude that—as indicated already by Hart—
beyond pro-social outcome-orientedmotives prescriptive rules or commitments to
the execution of strategic plans for repeated interactionneed to be introduced into
an adequate account of social norms (3.2). HeedingBentham’s (1843)warning that
‘hunger is not bread’ and institutions will not be brought into existence by a de-
mand for them I then turn to a crucial experiment byKimbroughandVostroknutov
(2016; 2018, also Vostroknutov in this issue). The experiment shows that general
rule-following dispositions do in fact exist and, in a class of familiar game experi-
ments can indeed account for behavior giving rise to institutionalized norms and
regular compliance with them (4.). Final remarks wrap the preceding up with a
then hopefully unsurprising outline of how in principle an integrated economic
and sociological approach to social norms and social order might conceivably ac-
count for their real institutionalized forms in increasingly evidence-based ways
(5.).

19 The non-mathematical character of Hart’s exemplary critique will hopefully make the argu-
ments easily accessible for those without a background in rational choice theory, RCT, while not
boring to death those who are familiar with RCT.
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2 Opportunity Taking As If Rule Following
Behavior

Though humans conceive of themselves as motivated by rules along with per-
ceived opportunities, a long tradition of social theory tried to explain theworkings
of social institutions without assuming intrinsically motivated individual rule-
following behavior. The aspiration of this strand of theory is to explain regularly
occurring overt behavior as resulting from extrinsically motivated opportunity-
seeking case by case choice making. To the extent that such efforts succeed, phe-
nomena that commonsense attributes to intrinsically motivated rule-following
can be accounted for as resulting from opportunity-taking behavior only.

2.1 Locating the Discussion on the Broader Intellectual Map

With the rise of the modern utility conception since WWII (micro-)economics in-
creasingly allowed for behavior other than that arising from self-regarding extrin-
sic motives.²⁰ Table 1 gives a stylized overview of four possible combinations of
‘opportunity-taking—rule-following’ and ‘selfishness—unselfishness’ (indicating
exemplary possible ‘applications’, too):

Tab. 1

Motivational process 

Substantive motivation 

Exclusively opportunity-seeking 
[extrinsically or intrinsically 

motivated uncommitted behavior -- 

focusing on outcome space] 

Allowing for rule-following 
[extrinsically or intrinsically 

motivated committed behavior 

-- focusing on strategy space] 

Extrinsically-selfish 
1

(Standard economics) 
2 

(Bounded economic rationality) 

Intrinsically-unselfish 
3

(Benevolent despot politics) 
4 

(Standard sociology) 

Table 1 

20 Classical utility—e.g. hedonistic pleasure and pain—comprises reasons for preferring oppor-
tunities, modern utility is not a reason for preferring but represents the ranking of opportunities
after reasons have been considered.
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The subsequent discussion focuses on what distinguishes the left and the right
column.²¹ This is not to say, though, that the distinction between the rows is
unimportant. In fact, much of the discussion of what is more conventionally
understood as ‘economic’ as opposed to allegedly ‘non-economic’ motives in
social interaction centers around issues of extrinsically-selfish as opposed to
intrinsically-unselfish motivation.²² The subsequent discussion is anchored in
cell 1 in which standard economic, extrinsically motivated opportunity-taking
behavior is located. ‘From there on’ it eclectically is extended to cells 2, 3 and 4 as
the argument invites and/or requires.²³

2.2 The Basic Model of Extrinsically Motivated ‘Opportunistic
Compliance’

Opportunity-seeking can yield a regularity in overt behavior that seems as if
brought about by intrinsically motivated rule-following provided that in a se-
quence of separate acts of choice appropriate extrinsic incentives regularly prevail
in each and every case. That is, apparently intrinsically motivated rule-following
behavior is singled out regularly by extrinsic motives as case-based opportunity-
taking choice sequence.²⁴

To illustrate concretely, assume that it is deemed desirable that drivers stop
at red lights. Assume that a technical device has been implemented in all cars.
In each and every instance of passing a flashing red light without stopping, the
mechanism sees to it that an electric shock is administered to the driver. Let the
shock be sufficiently strong to render passing a flashing red light without stop-

21 For theorists who emphasize the central role of ‘commitment power’ (Schelling 1960; Selten
1965) the distinction between the columns seems to be the ‘nub of the matter’; see on Schelling’s
role Myerson 2009.
22 See Frey 1997; Bowles 2017 for interesting evidence-based discussions; while Sandel 2012 is
a typical example of the philosophical populism and preaching characteristic of some such dis-
cussions.
23 Normative ethical theories like certain variants of utilitarianism would be related to behav-
ioral conceptions located in cell 3, other utilitarianisms along with Kantianism in cell 4, while
certain variants of virtue ethics would be associated with cell 2 and normative egotism with cell
1; see for some traditional ethical theory background.
24 It may be worthwhile to emphasize that overt behavior which appears as if originating from
rule-following behavior cannot ‘reveal’ that individuals are following a rule unless it is assumed
in the first place that individuals can follow rules. This assumption would amount to accepting
what is classified here as a sociological approach. The intriguing formal exercise of so called case-
based decision theory cannot be explored here; see Gilboa/Schmeidler 2003; 2010; 2012 and in
an experimental vein Bleichrodt et al. 2016.
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ping unattractive for almost all drivers under almost all circumstances.²⁵ Then,
with this ‘shocking mechanism’ in place, drivers have a sufficiently strong extrin-
sic motive to stop at flashing red lights. Their behavior will be as if guided by a
rule or norm to stop at flashing red lights. Once the mechanism is in place, in-
tentional rule-following is not required to explain the observed regularity in overt
stopping behavior at red lights. Opportunism in responding to extrinsically moti-
vating incentives—i.e. the expected regular electric shock—is all that is necessary
to explain the regularity in overt behavior.²⁶

Economists and many lawyers have traditionally tried to reconstruct legal
institutions as ‘mechanisms’ that administer extrinsically motivating sanctions
along lines analogous to the ‘shocking mechanism’. In doing so they treated in-
stitutionalized incentive systems as if they could, so to say, be picked from the
shelf and then work like pre-programmed machines without further human ac-
tion. Yet, of course, other than the ‘shockingmechanism’ of the previous example
real institutionalized incentive systems must themselves arise as regularities in
human behavior. If all behavior is to be explained in terms of opportunistically
rational choice making some human actors must themselves regularly be extrin-
sically motivated to administer the sanctions. These actors must then in turn be
motivated through sanctions to administer sanctions . . . and on andon in ahierar-
chy of sanctions until ultimately a non-sanctioned individual will have to initiate
the ‘chain reaction’.

2.3 Scope and Limits of Opportunistic Compliance and
Hierarchical Norm Enforcement²⁷

In the 6th century the Codex Justinianus already raised the question of ‘quis cus-
todiet custodes ipsos?’ (or in modern parlance: ‘who guards the guardians?’).
In political theory, the sovereignty conception of absolutism and its idea of the
supreme role of an actor who of logical necessity must be ‘lege absolutus’ (initiat-

25 Even dogs who are controlled by an invisible fence and an electric ‘shocking-device’ will
sometimes ‘jump the invisible fence’. Yet, in practically all regular cases the fence will be suf-
ficient to prevent the jump.
26 Provided that drivers are not ‘shock lovers’ but respond to sufficiently strong electric shocks in
the regularmannerwe expect fromour knowledge of ‘humannature’ the expectation of the shock
is sufficient to explain behavior. It may be, though, that there is causal overdetermination in the
sense that somedrivers are alsomotivated intrinsically to follow an envisioned rule intentionally;
see on the stochastic causality conceptions and the INUS conditions relevant here Mackie 1974;
Pearl 2000.
27 The arguments of this section are all inspired by Hart 1961.
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ing the chain reaction) eventually grew out of it. This strand of European political
theory evolved in step with the evolution of political and legal practice and the
growth of the administrative state apparatus.²⁸ A millennium after the statement
in the Codex Justinianus, Bodin’s conception of sovereignty emerged.²⁹ On his-
torically relatively short notice, by mid 17th century Thomas Hobbes extended the
underlying logic to the conclusion (Hobbes 1968) that in a pre-institutional ‘state
of nature’—characterized by the absence of a common ‘supreme law-giver’—every
individual would be ‘lege absolutus’ (i.e. not-subject to a higher order law-giver).

It is essential here to emphasize that sovereignty is characterized by the ab-
sence of extrinsic motives operating ‘in foro externo’. It does not necessarily imply
the absence of intrinsic motives to forego ‘some future apparent good’ (Hobbes
1968, chap. 10) if the sovereign individual should choose to do so.³⁰ That intrinsic
motives and commitments to restrict choice making are absent ‘in foro interno’,
too, is an additional premise.³¹Only if this premise is introduced the opportunity-
seeking homo oeconomicus of cell 1 of table 1 becomes the universal explanatory
model of individual choice making.³² If so, individual opportunity-taking action
is guided exclusively by the extrinsic motives that arise in pursuit of some ‘future
apparent good’ according to the exigencies of each choice situation taken sepa-
rately.³³

28 There seem to have been anticipations of this in China much earlier (Fukuyama 2012, part II,
chaps. 6–8).
29 Bodin says on the sovereign: “[. . . ] And as the Pope can never bind his owne hands (as the
Canonists say;) so neither can a soueraigne prince bind his owne hands, albeit that he would.”
(Bodin 1992[1576/1606], 92) “If then the soueraigne prince be exempted from the lawes of his
predecessors,much lesse shouldhebeboundvnto the lawes andordinances hemakethhimselfe:
for a manmay well receiue a law from another man, but impossible it is in nature for him to giue
a law vnto himselfe, no more than it is to command a mans selfe in a matter depending on his
owne will [. . . ].” (Bodin 1576/1606, 92)
30 As the first line of central §10, Leviathan states “The ‘power of a man,’ to take it universally,
is his present means, to obtain some future apparent good.”
31 The distinction between foro interno and externo is in (Hobbes 1968, chap. 15). Kant teases
out some radically Hobbesian implications in hisMetaphysics of Morals (Kant 1798, §§39–44).
32 Hobbes’ ‘natural right to everything’ is nothing but the absence of any obligation to forego
opportunities ‘to obtain some future apparent good’ unless, of course, self-regarding extrinsic
motives suggest otherwise.
33 Taken to its extreme—by adding another premise—extrinsic motivation is the only guidance
answering what individuals should andwhat they would do.What is at stake here is contested to
the present day. David Hume had famously claimed that any justification of ‘ought’ exclusively in
terms of ‘is’, is fallacious. He clearly thought that justifications of what ought to be done are (par-
ticular) addressee-relative. They aim at technological advice characterizing themeans conducive
to particular ends. If certain ends regularly prevail then individuals who are informed about the
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In a purely economic account of institutionalized social norms and order the
emergence of institutionalized rights and obligations must be explained without
recourse to internal commitments of individuals.³⁴What this requireswith respect
to lawcanbe illustratedby JohnAustin’sTheProvince of JurisprudenceDetermined
(Austin 1954, originally published in 1832).

After subscribing to the separation of law and morals—or to legal positivism
in the sense of Hart 1961—Austin focuses on legal institutions.³⁵ His aim is to sep-
arate the law that exists as institutional reality—and as such can exert a causal
influence on real behavior (in foro externo)—from the law that is merely desired
(‘demanded’) to exist (in foro interno)—and as such cannot directly exert a causal
influence on behavior.³⁶ This sets Austin’s broader agenda: it is necessary, first,
to delineate the realm of ‘positive’ law by discriminating legal from other insti-
tutionalized norms according to empirically grounded criteria; second, it needs
to be explained exclusively in terms of extrinsically motivated future-oriented
opportunity-seeking behavior how institutionalized legal norms can manage to
exist as ‘positive’ law (causally influencing real people).

Austin andmany other legal scholars well into the 20th century sought to ad-
dress both problems simultaneously by explicating the concept of a ‘(legal) norm’
as a command directed by a superior towards an underling. What puts some indi-
viduals in the role of superiors (who are in command) and puts others in the role
of underlings (who are at the receiving end of commands) is in turn explicated
in terms of asymmetric power relations.³⁷Wishes that are addressed to others be-
come commands if the ‘addressor’ (who is a potential aggressor) can impose a

means will choose them. In other words what they prudently ‘should’ and what they will choose
tends to coincide—however, not for logical reasons. The ‘is’ and the ‘ought’ are ‘psychologically’
intimately related in this tradition.
34 I acknowledge that I am spelling out implications that follow if the Hobbesian logic is taken
seriously rather than keeping in line with what is commonly regarded as Hobbes interpretation.
But like Spinoza (see Spinoza 1670, chap. 16) who seemed to be inclined towards a radical read-
ing, too,my interests are systematic not exegetic. Hobbes’ focus on overt behavior and observable
extrinsically motivating incentives is ‘behaviorist’. Though Adam Smith was the founder of insti-
tutional economics Hobbes was the first ‘economic imperialist’ in the RCT sense; see Kliemt 2016.
35 “The existence of law is one thing; its merit and demerit another. Whether it be or be not is
one enquiry; whether it be or be not conformable to an assumed standard, is a different enquiry.”
(Austin 1954, 154)
36 Of course, the separation of law andmorals is also desirable in view of such ethical and polit-
ical aims as securing ‘nulla poena sine lege’ and, more generally, the aim to secure the definite-
ness/predictability of institutionalized law despite moral pluralism; see for a sophisticated legal
philosophy account by a theorist extraordinarily well-versed in economics (Coleman 1985).
37 Hierarchies dominate the politics of all primate societies to some extent (Macchiavelli duly
mirrored in Waal 1983). Still, it seems rather far-fetched that ultimately the ‘mechanics of power’
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sanction negatively affecting the ‘utility’ expected to be experienced by the ‘ad-
dressee’ if and only if the addressee of the wish does not comply with the wish.³⁸

That the addressees of commandswill complywith the commands if and only
if this is in their self-interest in each and every particular case to which the com-
mand applies is expressive of the economic behavioral model.³⁹ But, note, that
the behavioral model that applies at the receiving end of commands must also
apply to command-giving and enforcing: if the explanatory model of opportunity
taking—in its ‘cell 1 of table 1’ incarnation—is assumed to be universal, it must
also hold that incurring the costs of executing the threat of sanctions is in each
and every case in the self-interest of the individual or institution that administers
the sanctions all the way up and down the hierarchical chain of command.⁴⁰

Since the sovereign cannot do all the ‘enforcement work’ himself he has to
rely on ‘auxiliaries’ forming a ‘legal staff’. The auxiliariesmust be threatenedwith
sanctions by the sovereign if they do not threaten others with sanctions who then
possibly will, in turn, have to threaten still others with sanctions... ad infinitum.
Again, the difficulty is that this has to stop with some highest enforcer under the
spell of exactly the right extrinsic motives in each and every case of law enforce-
ment. That this be always the case amounts to making a kind of pre-stabilized

can be explicated without taking recourse to ‘power conferring rules’. This alternative line of
attack on a purely economic account of institutionalized social norms and order is closely related
to the argument here; see, for an underappreciated Hartian approach to politics in general, the
first parts of Barry 1981.
38 The same logic applies to civil rather than penal law issues analogously. “The duty to keep a
contract at common lawmeans a prediction that youmust pay damages if you do not keep it—and
nothing else.” (OliverWendel Holmes 1897 cited after Bowles 2017, 12) In terms of expected utility
representations of rational choice making, the ‘disutility’ of the sanction and the likelihood that
it will be discriminately administered are assumed to render the expected value of complyingwith
the wishes of the superior a dominant alternative in the choice set of the addressees of the wish.
For penal law the expected valuemodel is worked out in an ethical context in Kliemt-Kalweit and
Kliemt 1981.
39 From this construction arose what a later particularly perceptive theorist of the relation be-
tween extrinsic and intrinsic motivation would call the “duty and interest junction principle:
Make it each man’s interest to observe [. . . ] that conduct which it is his duty to observe.” (Bowles
2017, 16). This principle became as contrary to fact assumption of ‘universal knavery’ a central
principle guiding policy advice: “That, in contriving any system of government, and fixing the
several checks and controuls of the constitution, every man ought to be supposed a knave and to
have no other end, in all his actions, than private interest.” (Hume 1985, VI/I, 42)
40 In another guise this is nothing but the familiar second-order free-riding problem of public
goods theory; see Mueller 2003.
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harmony assumption even if we include the possibility that the sovereign has en-
forcement incentives like a herder who feeds his cows well to get more milk.⁴¹

Moreover, as far as the legal staff is concerned the role of courts that are
assigned the task of interpreting prescriptive expectations as semantic entities
seems to form another obstacle to an account of law as resulting exclusively from
opportunity-taking behavior. In terms of the hierarchical command theory it can
conceivably be overcome by providing extrinsic motives to act as interpreter of
rules as semantic entities in each and every act of interpretation: A sophisticated
sovereign could utter the wish that a certain substantive understanding of a
general ‘rule-expressive speech act’ (an event localized in social space-time) be
applied, announce sanctions for non-compliance, and monitor the behavior of
judges. From this, an extrinsic motivation of judges to apply the law as expressed
through the semantic content of the wish of the sovereign can arise in each and
every case in which interpretation is called for.⁴² The judge can understand the
rule-expressive speech act and use it as an instrument to predict the sanctions
of the sovereign—or the absence thereof—based on this understanding. To the
extent that the sovereign can monitor the behavior of judges and can administer
sanctions if and only if a judge does not find according to the substantive desire
expressed by him as sovereign, judges can fulfill their functions without being
intrinsically motivated rule-followers themselves.⁴³ This considerably extends
the scope of the economic account of the workings of an institutionalized legal
order.

The preceding is important beyond criticizing ‘the economic theory of law be-
fore the (modern) economic theory of law’. It expands our understanding of the
ways and means of accomplishing certain ends by a hierarchical social order re-
lying on predictable incentives operating as extrinsic motives. With elementary
formal tools it can be sketched what kinds of regular behavior—that appear ‘as
if’ caused by rule-following—can be fully accounted for in terms of case-by-case

41 This logic has been explored in ‘The power to tax’ (Brennan/Buchanan 1980); see also in a
‘revisionist’ spirit (Brennan/Kliemt 2018). The traditional institutions of ‘tax farming’ illustrate
howmuch harm is done by implementations of that logic; see also generally Acemoglu/Robinson
2013.
42 A sophisticated sovereign understands what has been aptly called the ‘the reason of rules’
(Brennan/Buchanan 1985). He cannot himself commit to a rule but intend judges to follow a rule
he envisions. He then might in each and every case have an incentive to enforce the content of
the rule he intends; see for support Heiner 1983. See for basic criticism of the thesis that this is
all there is to ‘rule-following’ again Kliemt 1987, Vanberg 1988 and the rest of this essay.
43 See this point Baurmann 2009. Of course, the sovereign herself must in each and every case
be extrinsically motivated by the exigencies of the situation in which he operates without being
subject to a court himself.
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opportunity-seeking in a non-hierarchical setting (section 3.1). While a hierarchi-
cal account in which regular compliance is explained exclusively in terms of pre-
dicted sanctions must fail on the highest level, mutual ‘same-level’ sanctioning
(‘if you beat up my doctoral student then I will beat up your doctoral student!’)
might still do. According tomodels of mutual same-level sanctioning, predictable
control need not be exerted hierarchically but can conceivably emerge as an equi-
librium of mutual threats and mutual control of opportunistic behavior. Such a
strategic interaction approach does indeed carry a longway towards an economic
account of social norms and order, yet, in its pure forms hardly the whole way
(section 3.2).

3 Predictive and Prescriptive Expectations
Without some rule-following at least on the highest level, the hierarchical threats
model of institutionalized legal norms and order can account for the stability of
that order only by assuming stability of the extrinsically motivating incentives on
the highest level. Only with this natural regularity operative on the highest level,
the extrinsically uncommitted enforcer who decides according to the exigencies
of each decision taken separately will do so in a predictable way that explains the
apparent order.

As mentioned before, the assumption of pre-stabilized natural harmony of
interests on the highest levelmight conceivably be avoided by allowing formutual
threats. To illustrate within a Hobbesian state of nature perspective ‘a picture is
worth a thousand words’:

Fig. 1: With permission from Munich Social Science Review, Vol. 1, 28)
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The two natives, Crusoe left and Friday right, rely on the threat-potential that their
armaments represent vis-à-vis each other.⁴⁴ Reciprocal threats of opportunity-
seeking actors who are, like Crusoe and Friday, locked into an indefinitely re-
peated interaction can serve as a functional substitute of a hierarchical sanc-
tioning structure.⁴⁵ As long as the sequence of interactions is ongoing they can
threaten each other indefinitely. There is no ultimate level of the (time-ordered)
‘game-hierarchy’ at which the so-called ‘shadow of the future’ ends.⁴⁶ Therefore,
opportunity-seeking actors have always to consider ‘predictable’ future responses
of co-actors that their own present choices may trigger.⁴⁷

3.1 Social Customs: Predictive Expectations in Equilibrium

Concretely, imagine that a Crusoe and a Friday of our times—while still castaway—
dreamofmeeting in Berlin exactly a year after being rescued from the island. They
have not fixed where to meet in Berlin. When they are—all of a sudden—taken off
the island by separate rescue squads they know that they intend to meet in Berlin
a year hence. Communication in the meantime is impossible. They know Berlin
and know that the other knows the city. Planning on where to go they know that
they will meet up at the specified time only if they both plan on going to the same
place.⁴⁸

By elementary reasoning about each other’s knowledge humans can some-
times as a matter of fact mutually predict their behavior and thereby coordinate

44 Figure 1 captures the ‘natural equilibrium’ concept underlying the Buchanan-Bush approach
to order in anarchy; see Buchanan 1975 but also MAD, mutually assured destruction, as in Gau-
thier 1969, append.
45 The literature on reciprocity often relies on fixed computer programs and then studies the
evolutionary selection of these programs in a Darwinian spirit. The programs correspond to rule-
following rather than future-oriented opportunism. There is a long tradition of such ways of in-
corporating rule-following into economics; see Alchian 1950, Nelson/Winter 1982, Sugden 1986.
In the terminology of this essay these are sociological theories of institutionalized social order
and norms.
46 See on some of the formal problems arising from the infinite horizon assumption Güth et al.
1991 and in a philosophy of science perspective Albert/Kliemt 2017.
47 On how in a gamemodel overlapping generations of finitely lived entities can create infinitely
lived institutions; see Kandori 1992 and more concretely Brennan/Kliemt 1994.
48 As has been shown in experiments, on Schelling’s focal point theory (Schelling 1960) human
participants can indeed often manage to coordinate even under information conditions as in the
‘meeting in Berlin’ example; for related experiments see also Grosskopf/Nagel 2008.
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even on a sketchy knowledge basis:⁴⁹ For instance, it may be that both speculate
that the ‘Brandenburger-Tor’ will come to mind particularly easily as a prominent
meeting point in Berlin. If so, chances are that they will indeed meet up there.

Now, under conditions of ongoing repeated interaction as prevail as long as
Crusoe and Friday are still on their island there are much richer sources of mu-
tual prediction available in ‘real time’ and, for that matter, quite independently of
whether or not they can talk to each other. The behavior on former rounds of play
will be observable and commonly known to the two actors. Thereby, endogenous
to the ongoing interaction, mutually re-enforcing predictions may emerge.

To understand in principle how the processmaywork out, consider table 2be-
low. It illustrates the game formof a 2x2 pure coordination problem (of two players
who simultaneously choose one of two moves with no conflict of interest). A has
to choose a row and B a column of table 2 under the assumption that the specific
choice does not directly influence the choice of the co-player. Players are assumed
to understand the table and the fact that results are co-determined by the causally
independent choices of the two choice makers.⁵⁰

If both actors choose, ‘C(.)’ the ‘substantive payoff combination’ (1=C, 1=C) is
the outcome resulting from the ‘move combination’ or ‘profile’ (CA, CB); if both
choose D(.), the move combination (DA, DB) with the payoff combination (1=C, 1=C)
is the result of play; if the profile is (CA, DB) or (CA, DB) the substantive payoff
combination resulting as outcome of play will be (0=C, 0=C).

Tab. 2

A, B choose independently or 
‘simultaneously’, C(.), D(.) 

CB DB 

CA (1€, 1€) (0€, 0€)

DA (0€, 0€) (1€, 1€)

Table 2 

49 Fagin et al. 1995 gives an overview over the logic rather than the empirics of such situations.
For related issues of theory absorption as are foundational to game theory, see Leonard 2010 and
Güth/Kliemt 2004.
50 For a succinct more technical presentation of essentials of classical game theory particularly
relevant to the present concerns, see Albert/Kliemt 2020.
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The profiles of moves that lead to corresponding ‘substantive payoff profiles’
on the main diagonal of table 2 are in ‘equilibrium’ if no actor, as long as the
move of the other is held fixed can gain by unilaterally moving otherwise. Calling
such a situation an ‘equilibrium’ seems intuitively appealing since none of the
opportunity-seeking individual actors has a opportunity to make himself better
off single-handedly (in terms of the substantive outcomes listed as payoff profiles
in the table). Each acts in the best way in view of what is already the co-player’s
best response ‘given’ his own move.

Using the term ‘strategy’ for a list of plannedmoves of a player for all contin-
gencies that might arise in a play of a game (see table 3 below for further illus-
tration of the implications of this definition), we can state that strategic plans are
in equilibrium if and only if the plan of each actor is the best response plan to
the planned best response of the other for all contingencies that might arise when
interacting according to the game form.⁵¹

Since the strategy concept will be used for an explication of the concept
of rule-following a more precise understanding of the strategy concept is nec-
essary.⁵² To get an intuitive impression, start by rehearsing the stylized ‘pure
coordination problem’ of table 2 in which moves and strategies ‘coincide’. Actors
who are exclusively interested in the substantive monetary result or ‘payoff’ will
rank plays that lead to results on the main diagonal higher than plays that lead
to off-diagonal results. If equilibrium profiles—i.e. in the particular case at hand
profiles leading to payoffprofiles on themaindiagonal—prevail themonetary pay-
offs to each actor are at least as high as those resulting from the non-equilibrium
profiles.⁵³ Therefore, in the special pure coordination case of table 2, there is no
conflict of interest involved. Which equilibrium emerges is irrelevant from the
point of view of the two actors. Nevertheless, players face an intricate planning
problem: They need to form plans leading to one of the equilibria under the con-
straint that they have to make their (‘simultaneous’) choices independently of
each other without communication (as in the meeting in Berlin case but without

51 In the general case with more than two pure strategies we would have to speak of ‘a’ best re-
sponse. Moreover, generalizing to more than two actors would require a few additional concepts
without adding any relevant insights to the problems at hand. In equilibrium ‘on all levels up’ of
reflecting on what the actors might do the planned response is the best planned response to the
best planned response...
52 On conceptual explication as opposed to factual explanation Carnap 1956; Siegwart 1997.
53 I neglect so-called mixed strategies which do not make much sense here anyway.
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the contextual information of that case). They must plan without communication
as well.⁵⁴

For solving problems like the preceding ‘a change of mind’ is insufficient. A
change of the game form would help, though. For example, assume, as an in-
stance of a ‘sufficient’ change of the game form, that—other than in table 2—one
of the two actors, say A, could move first and B could observe that move before
moving herself. Then the game form is as represented in figure 2.

Fig. 2

Note that figure 2 represents an interaction different from that represented by ta-
ble 2 even if the actors’ moves are physically the same. According to the rules of
interpreting such graphic representations as in figure 2, if A has made his move,
B, moves knowing A’s move. In that case, whatever A would do could and would
be ‘matched’ by B’s opportunity-taking choice. For, would A choosemove CA then
B would know this and have an incentive to choose CB. Likewise, DA would pre-
dictively be answered by DB. Therefore, as long as A expects B to choose as an un-
committed opportunity-taking actor he could predict that whatever he, A, would
choose, B would as opportunity-seeking actor bring about the co-ordination by
her own lights.

To put this slightly differently, as compared with the game form of table 2 the
form presented in figure 2 bestows a special kind of commitment power on player
A. For, according to the rules of the game as represented in the tree of figure 2,
actor B knows which deed, either CA or DA, her co-player has ‘committed’ in the
past. She will be happy to adapt in a way that is advantageous for both in view of
the future consequences of her act.

54 Despite the heroic efforts of ideal rational choice theory to explicate ‘more geometrico’
in general a priori terms—i.e. without referring to empirically ‘localized’ predictive focal
expectations—a standard of forming equilibrium plans for all situations of interactive choice
making (Harsanyi/Selten 1988), which of the equilibria will be chosen cannot be answered in-
voking only a priori rationality principles; see Sugden 1991.
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Before A has moved, B cannot move. She can only plan how she will move.
The possible plans of B, are her four possible ‘strategies’ siB, i=1, 2, 3, 4 which each
specify a response planned to be performed after each of A’s first moves:
s1B:=(CB/CA, CB/DA),
s2B:=(CB/CA, DB/DA),
s3B:=(DB/CA, CB/DA),
s4B:=(DB/CA, DB/DA).
As table 3 shows, some of these plans are not reasonable in view of the outcomes.
A and B know that B will be able to act opportunistically after A has made a move
corresponding to one of his merely two possible plans s1A:=(CA), s2A:=(DA). When
Bactually comes tomove, andher strategic plan suggests an alternative towhich a
better alternative exists, opportunity-seeking future-orientedBwill not choose ac-
cording to plan. Whatever A chooses, an opportunity-seeking B will never choose
responses that will lead toworse results for her. An A planning tomatch upwith B
needs to knowonly that B is an opportunity-seeking future-oriented choicemaker
but not the plan of B. Still, what of B’s plans?

The next table 3 represents in the standard interpretation of the so-called
strategic form the possible plans and results for the game form:⁵⁵

Tab. 3

 (CB/CA, CB/DA) (CB/CA, DB/DA) (DB/CA, CB/DA) (DB/CA, DB/DA) 

CA (1€, 1€) (1€, 1€) (0€, 0€) (0€, 0€) 
DA (0€, 0€) (1€, 1€) (0€, 0€) (1€, 1€) 

Inspecting table 3 shows that—in combinationwith either s1A:=(CA) or s2A:=(DA)—
the strategy (CB/CA, DB/DA) will always lead to results at least as good for B as any
of her three strategy alternatives.⁵⁶ In this sense it is reasonable for A to ‘predict’

55 Güth/Kliemt 1995 provides elementary background on terms of strategic as compared to nor-
mal form.
56 If this were a game form with prisoner’s dilemma like substantive payoffs rather than a pure
coordination game the so-called, TFT, Tit-For-Tat, strategy (CB/CA, DB/DA) would still do well but
only in a repeated interaction context. Should B be endowed with the opportunity to commit to
a strategy beforehand then it would be in her interest to inform A about this commitment to a
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that B will ‘plan on matching’ whatever he chooses.⁵⁷ Yet, as stated already, A
need not be afraid that B plans unwisely since nothing can go wrong as long as
B is an opportunity-seeking actor who chooses ‘whichever come handiest at the
time’ independently of her plan after learning what A’s move is.

In the game form represented by figure 2 there is an information flow. Obvi-
ously, introducing a sequential order amongmoves of the game formsuch that for-
mer moves are known when later moves are made ‘solves’ the coordination prob-
lem among opportunistically rational actors in such a pure coordination case.⁵⁸

In the real world a transformation of the basic ‘one off’ game form of table
2 into the form of figure 2 may not be viable. Yet, an identical repetition of the
basic game form of table 2 can do the trick.⁵⁹ A new game form—a ‘supergame
form’—emerges from identical repetition. The basic game form of table 2 itself
does not change but it is ‘embedded’ now into a larger context (becoming one in
a sequence of identically repeated forms). Assuming that players have sufficient
memory space the behavior on preceding rounds of play can be held ‘in memory’
by each of the players and ‘inform’ him on any later round of play. This opens up
new causal ways of co-ordination on one of the equilibria on the main diagonal
of the basic one-off pure co-ordination problems of the sequence.

To formulate a psychological theory that applies to real behavior in such re-
peated interactions the reasoning of players would have to be translated into em-
pirical hypotheses about real cognitive processes of real individuals in real time.
This empirical study cannot be performedhere, yetwhat has been called ‘the logic
of the situation’—but in truth would have to be analyzed in realistically complex
cases as a ‘psychologic’—can be easily analyzed in commonsensical psychologi-
cal terms as follows: Assume that after a sufficiently large finite number of rounds
of play K>>1 a particular sequence of actions has been observed.⁶⁰ Since past play
has been observed by both players and is ‘in memory’ this can give rise to a cor-
relation of expectations concerning future play as follows: Assume that players

strategy (‘rule’) and the problem would be solved also in the case of a PD like objective payoff
structure; see for details Kliemt 2009, and below.
57 It is highly suspicious that economists tend to refer indiscriminately to all logical implica-
tions of their models as ‘predictions’. Yet in the case at hand a cognitive psychology explanation
plausibly supports this prediction.
58 Due to symmetry in the game form of table 2 there was no way to coordinate by reasoning
alone whereas in that of figure 2 there was no reason to reflect on coordination at all.
59 Then away of coordination that replicates certain aspects of the transformation of table 2 into
figure 2may emerge from the ability of B to commit to the ‘matching strategy’ beforehand.
60 That finite memory size may influence viable ways of play and coordination is left out of ac-
count here; see for illustration Binmore 1992a and in an elementary constructive way Güth et al.
2005.
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chose their moves randomly on each round of interaction until some k, 1<k<K
(and without any possibility to communicate directly with each other). According
to probability theory individuals will—with sufficiently large k and a probability
increasing in k—eventually end up in some ‘spell’ or sequence of exclusively (CA,
CB) or (DA, DB) plays of the base game form.⁶¹ This subsequence of plays will be
yielding (1=C, 1=C) repeatedly. Let that subsequence of constant play be leading up
from k to k’<K; that is k, k+1, k+2, . . .k’. Without loss of generality, let this sub-
sequence be comprised exclusively of (CA, CB).⁶² Under plausible assumptions,
players will be induced by the observation of the emergent sequence of identical
play in the last rounds leading up to k’ to conclude that this ‘is so for a reason’ and
predictively expect its continuation.⁶³

Assume that they expect each other to formulate separately a ‘theory’ that
‘projects’ the contingent ‘run’ of (CA, CB) for k+1, k+2, . . .k’ into the future from
k’+1. . . on.⁶⁴ This is a crucial empirical hypothesis that links the past to the future
despite the fact that for opportunity-seeking actors bygones are bygones. They
choose in view of the expected future causal consequences contingent on their
prediction.⁶⁵That the separate theory formation of separate actors is subject to the
same law-like regularities of psychological inductive reasoning (underlying the
mental projections of both actors) justifies their individual predictions.⁶⁶Making

61 That base game forms are identically repeated is analogous to that of identical probability dis-
tributions in a series of (probabilistically independent) throws of a coin. It is psychologically in-
teresting that human players have comparable difficulties with backward induction (Selten 1978)
and constant probability of trials logic.
62 This randomly emergent sequence constitutes a kind of focal point like the Brandenburger-
Tor among the castaways.
63 Some roulette players bet on ‘ecart’. This is also psychologically caused, yet typically not for
a sound empirical reason. The balls do not have a memory that changes, while players’ memory
changes with history. Unless their memory capacity is zero they cannot ‘enter the same stream’
(play the same game form) twice.
64 Human actors are biased to see regularities as extending into the future. This is so despite
Goodman’s new riddle of induction (Goodman 1978). Any function could go on in any way (re-
minding of Wittgenstein’s discussion of rule-following and its non-private character which had
to be put aside here altogether; see on the ongoing discussion progressing whether rightly or
wrongly so also to coordination games Kripke 1982; Stegmüller 1986; Hacking 1993; Sillari 2013).
65 The game forms of the sequence remain identical like independent roulette throws. If the
sequence is infinite even the structure of the series remains identical after the removal of finitely
many initial rounds and the adequate equilibrium concept would be subgame consistency then
(Güth et al. 1991).
66 If each predicts that the other will apply the same projective theory then each will expect the
other to play C(.) on the next round of play after a series of (CA, CB). The second order beliefs about
the beliefs of the other actor are grounded in empirical theories about the nature of human first
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themoves dictated by the empirical ‘theories’ that ‘project’ past observations into
the future will lead to further play of (CA, CB) after k’ as a sequence of opportunity
taking choices without any commitment.

Without discussing further details, it seems intuitively safe to infer that the
individual behavioral projections (models, theories) by which the participants of
the interaction form in the shadow of past interactions predictive expectations of
co-player behavior in future interactions become causes of non-random regulari-
ties in their overt behavior. The emergent factual regularities are social in the sense
that all individual members of a collection of individuals are disposed to form
their models interdependently. Yet, they do so separately. The emergent regular-
ity in overt behavior is supported by mental models that are common to the par-
ticipants of the interaction.⁶⁷ After an initial phase of adaptation the plans that
guide behavior may reach a state of equilibrium, in that the interaction “generates
messages which do not cause agents to change the theories which they hold or
the policies which they pursue” (Hahn 1973, 59).

In sum, in behavioral equilibrium of the pure coordination supergame re-
sulting from identical repetition of the base game form of table 2 a stable self-
supporting regularity of constant play on each roundof interactionwill emerge. In
the terminology adopted for the analytical purposes of this essay a social custom
has emerged exclusively on the basis of predictive expectations and opportunity-
taking responses to these expectations. Moreover, not only the emergence but
also the maintenance of the specific social custom in terms of forward-looking
opportunity-seeking choice making can be predicted. But note also that there
is no way to form coordinated supergame strategies singling out the particular
custom by planning on a priori grounds of knowledge of the game form. A con-
tingent particular run of identical plays is necessary to constitute a substantive
(focal) expectation on which the formation of inductive predictions can operate
to generate as if rule-following behavior on the basis of predictive expectations
without any prescriptive expectations.⁶⁸

order belief formation and support each other. This is sufficient to provide an extrinsic motive
for each actor to plan on C(.) on the next round of play. If the actors as observers of play went
on to arbitrary many higher levels in their belief hierarchies they would not come to any other
conclusion as long as they share the same theories of human nature and both believe each other
to apply the same theories; for related problems see Rubinstein 1989.
67 Yet, it is not only the coincidence of using the same type of models that matters. The partic-
ipants model aspects of behavior of others involved in the same interaction that is known by its
common history. Depending on random flux that history could have ended in all C as well as in
all D choices.
68 Both the ‘run’ and the way of ‘extrapolating’ it, are based on contingent facts of individual
psychology. They are in the proper sense predictive not ‘logical necessities’. The explication of
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The insight that we can get thus in descriptive (non-prescriptive) terms, re-
lying on opportunity-seeking behavior and its prediction emerges once hierarchi-
cal enforcement is substituted by mutual enforcement in equilibrium of repeated
interactions in pure coordination game forms. This is in itself an extremely im-
portant theoretical contribution of supergame conceptions of RCT to our under-
standing of institutions of social order. Adherents of sociological accounts of so-
cial norms and order who dismiss this fundamental insight as a purely formal
exercise do so at their own peril. Yet, not all basic game forms are of the pure
coordination type (and, even then, in real world evolutionary dynamics will in
fact play a role even for predictive expectation formation). The repetition of ba-
sic game forms—like in particular the familiar prisoner’s dilemma game form—
leads to coordination problems among supergame strategies for the whole se-
quence of repetitions. Even though many assume otherwise the problems of se-
lecting supergame-strategies that coordinate on supergame equilibria are not of
the pure coordination type. Going beyond social customs and strategies as plans
seems unavoidable.

3.2 Outcome- and Strategy-Orientation

Imagine somebody who plans on travelling abroad. Since he does not have any
prior information concerning the ways of driving in the country of destination,
he asks beforehand on which side of the road to drive. He receives the informa-
tion that those who use public roads regularly drive on the left. Treating the in-
formation as credible the new prospective new entrant would be induced to share
the coordinating predictions of the local drivers. Opportunistic choice making in
response to predictive expectations that, in the way sketched in the last section,
coordinate themselves, seems all that is needed.

Yet, even in cases like choosing the side of the road there may be actors who,
say, enjoy the thrill of driving ‘against the current’ on a busy motorway or who
have some particular reason that they would choose to do so at a particular time
and place.⁶⁹ To cover such outliers even in case of real-world institutions that are
in general predictively self-enforcing prescriptive expectations to comply with the

social custom given here does not rely on any evolutionary dynamics of strategy selection nor
does it invoke normativity of rule following Gibbard 1994.
69 Nozick 1974 provides an early philosophical discussion of the economic theory of law query
of why punishment is used as prevention of potentially risky acts even if victims are ex post fully
compensated in case the risks actualize themselves. He plausibly makes the argument that those
who are not suffering the damages are not compensated for being exposed to the risks.
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social custom are typically ‘articulated’ and sanctioned. When a responder to his
query would say to the prospective traveler that the ‘rule is to drive on . . . ’ her
intention typically is to say more than ‘the social custom is’. ‘I expect you to drive
on the left’ typically expresses something like ‘I desire/demand you to drive on
the left’⁷⁰ and not that ‘I predict you to drive on the left and predict that I will
myself along with practically all others choose opportunistically to drive on the
left, too’.⁷¹

Within a first-person perspective, the information that people in a foreign
country drive on the left is sufficient information for me if I intendmerely to avoid
collisions when driving there. But I cannot be participating in the local practice
of driving in the full sense. To fully participate in that practice it must be possible
forme tobeguidedby ‘self-addressing’ theprescriptions that typically accompany
prevailing social customs (and this is not merely a gentle reminder for those who
are imperfectly rational in making predictions about consequences of actions).⁷²

Even in what is commonsensically seen as an arbitrary custom a prescriptive
element often seems present. To illustrate, recall the iconic scene of Stanley lift-
ing his hat when meeting Livingstone—‘out of context’ in the middle of Africa—
with the words ‘Dr. Livingstone, I presume’.⁷³ The fact that in the illustration of
the book on my Grandfather’s shelf Dr. Livingstone was depicted responding in
kindwould have been completely incredible if readers would not beyond the typi-
cal hat lifting context have expected intrinsicallymotivated rule-following guided
by (self-addressed) corresponding prescriptive expectations of the two gentlemen
participating in the practice prevalent in the community of gentlemen who share
not only predictive but also certain prescriptive expectations of what to do.

More importantly, compare the shocking device for controlling drivers with
the operation of tax institutions as revenue collecting ‘mechanisms’. Though
proverbially ‘nothing is certain but death and taxes’ that tax institutions will
apply with as much certainty as the shocking device does not mean that these
institutions—shocking as they may be—can be fully understood in predictive

70 As far as the preceding solution of the equilibrium selection problem is concerned ‘I predict
you to drive on the left’ is appropriate.
71 Likewise, if somebody says ‘I trust that you will drive on the left’ she does not merely express
that she ‘relies’ on the prediction that the co-actor will drive on the left. She alludes to a shared
prescriptive expectation. On the notoriously underappreciated fundamental difference between
reliance and trust, see Lahno 1995; 2001; 2002.
72 Note in passing that even following a rule of thumb as a guidance is different from case-by-
case opportunity seeking adaptation to extrinsic motives as arising from the exigencies of situa-
tions taken separately.
73 That in 1968, the band the ‘moody blues’ published a song ‘Dr. Livingstone, I presume’ shows
how much this scene has become a part of ‘folklore’.
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terms. The shocking device is ‘meant’ to suppress a certain kind of behavior, the
taxes are not meant to proscribe the taxed behavior. If extrinsic motivation would
be all that matters this distinction in meaning could not be made. Even if parking
tickets are insignificantly priced and merely sporadically dealt out, we still think
that they signal the prescriptive expectation not to park in certain places. They
are fines not fees. Income-taxes do not signal the prescriptive expectation that
income earning be omitted.

Predictive expectations play a fundamentally important role in coordinating
or ‘customizing’ real behavior in particular contexts. Yet, when it comes to institu-
tionalized social norms their customary aspect is not all there is. Reaching (self-
enforcing) equilibria beyond pure co-ordination problems in general supergame
forms requires coordination of supergame strategies.

The adoption of these supergame strategies is prescriptively expected inde-
pendently of whether they are executed in a specific play of the game or not. For
instance, the four strategic plans of player B in table 3 all specify a response for
the initial move of A that will not be realized by A’s choice. If A would realize CA,
and B plan according to (CB/CA, CB/DA) then the resulting play of the gamewould
be (CA, CB). If B would stick to this strategy after A’s initial move DA the play (CA,
CB) would be the result, too.

The latter outcome is, as has been argued, excluded if B is opportunity-
seeking and (CB/CA, CB/DA) is merely a plan from which a future-oriented B can
deviate after observing DA. This would change if a prescriptive expectation that B
always ‘should’ perform certainmoves of, say, a ‘C()-type’ could provide (rewards
as) extrinsic motives if and only if a specific move of ‘C()-type’ has been observed.
Yet, prescriptive expectations do in fact seem to range over the full strategies
of actors rather than merely moves despite the fact that the provision of extrin-
sic motives to adopt full strategies seems difficult: Since a full strategy typically
specifies responses for unobserved moves it may be directly unobservable which
strategy has led to an observed move. For instance, (DB/CA, DB/DA) and (CB/CA,
DB/DA) may both lead to DB after DA while (CB/CA, CB/DA) and (CB/CA, DB/DA)
may both lead to CB after CA. The observation of CB respectively DB does not tell
which strategy has been driving either.

Obviously intrinsic motivation of an actor could solve the information prob-
lemconcerningplans. For, excluding self-deception, the actor herselfwould know
her strategic plan including what she would have done according to plan in cases
that were not realized. The intrinsic motivation to execute a strategy as a self-
addressed prescriptive expectation can conceivably render opportunity-seeking
deviation from the plan less attractive than it might have been in case of a strat-
egy without an intrinsic motivation ‘attached’ to it.
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Economists have taken to admitting intrinsic motivation to their models for a
rather long time. Yet, giving up extrinsic motivation economists tried to hold up
the general outcome-orientation of their models. That economists try to rely on
rankings that can be reduced to rankings of outcomes is motivated by their desire
to keep the maximization under constraints paradigm intact when. As sketched
in the next section 3.2.1 switching from game forms to games the rankings remain
outcome-based. This means that subjective rankings which trace substantive re-
sults (classically ‘more money’ to self is better than less, as in cell 1 of table 1)
are substituted by subjective rankings that allow for deviations from the ‘natural
rankings’ of substantive outcomes. Many of the impressive results on so-called
‘social preferences’ of experimental economics are represented as intrinsically
motivated preferences over outcomes. Yet, admitting for prescriptive expectations
demanding the adoption of complete strategies as commitments—as sketched in
section 3.2.2—seems necessary.⁷⁴

3.2.1 Game Forms and Games

Initially assume, that actors rank plays of a game exclusively according to the out-
come profiles that these plays bring about. Such actors are consequentialistswhen
forming their rankings of plays of games.⁷⁵ Yet, considering profiles of monetary
payoff consequences in outcome space (rather than merely the self-regarding ob-
jective payoffaccruing to each evaluator separately) the interpersonal distribution
of monetary payoffs can affect rankings. With this information ‘envy’, ‘altruism’
etc. can be taken into account in RCT models as represented by subjective rank-
ings. If the rankings of outcomes are compliant with the axioms that guarantee
their representability by so-called individual ‘utility functions’ then the individ-
ual utilities that represent rankings of outcome profiles also represent the subjec-
tive rankings of plays.⁷⁶

74 In foundational RCT approaches value rankingsmay range over ‘actions’ (functions that map
states of the world into outcomes) rather than ‘outcomes’ (e.g. identifying an outcome with a
function that maps all states of the world onto that ‘constant’ outcome); see Gilboa 2009; Savage
1954. But value rankings ranging over strategies are typically avoided.
75 A discussion of important related topics can be found in Broome 1991; 1999.
76 Modern representative utility is a dimensionless ranking rather thanmeasuring a substantive
quality like ‘pleasure’. The axioms that guarantee that a ranking can be represented by a utility
measure trivially assure that the actor behaves as if maximizing utility even though there is no
intention tomaximize utility. Theutility index is representing a predictive expectation ofwhat the
actor will do. It is—other than the classical utility as motive or reason for ranking and action—
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Consider a specific example like the next table 4. The tabular representation
of the game form (left sub-table, in =C) is presented side by side with a game (right
table, in dimensionless ‘utilities’) that takes into account motives other than self-
regarding monetary ones in its subjective payoffs (indicating relative rank of sub-
stantive outcome ‘distributions’):

Tab. 4: δ = 2/3⁷⁷. Prisoner’s dilemma or pd-game form, ‘subjective’ game with two equilibria

pd-game 
form 

CB DB CB DB 

CA 3€, 3€ 1€, 4€ CA (3, 3)
(uA, uB)(3€, 3€)= 

(f1(3-δ |3-3|), f2(3-δ|3-3|))

(-1, 2) 
(uA, uB)(1€, 4€)= 

(f1(1-δ|1-4|), f2(4-δ|4-1|))

DA 4€, 1€ 2€, 2€ DA (2, -1) 
(uA, uB)(4€, 1€)= 

(f1(4-δ|4-1|), f2(1-δ|1-4|)) 

(2, 2) 
(uA, uB)(2€, 2€)= 

(f1(2-δ|2-2|), f2(2-δ|2-2|))

Start with the left part of table 4. It represents a familiar prisoner’s dilemma game
form. Under the standard ‘simplification’ of assuming that actors aremerely inter-
ested in their subjective rankings of the outcome (monetary income) to themselves
the unique dominant strategy equilibrium of the game is (DA, DB) yielding (2=C,
2=C). Among opportunity-seeking actors whose subjective rankings trace the sub-
stantive payoff choosing D() rather than C() is better whatever happens in playing
the game. Therefore 2=C is what A as well as B can predict to gain from this interac-
tion separately. In particular, the (CA, CB) strategy combination yielding (3=C, 3=C)
is out of their reach as rational opportunity-seeking actors, despite the fact that it
would lead to better consequences for each of them.⁷⁸

Assuming that the actors have other-regarding outcome concerns, something
like the—merely illustrative particularly simple—subjective rankings of the right

not prescriptively demanding that a certain alternative be ranked higher than another one or
‘should’ be preferred to another; see for an optimal presentation chapter 2 in Maschler et al. 2013
and classically Herstein/Milnor 1953, additionally Binmore 1992b; Kliemt 2009; Gilboa 2010.
77 As used later δ resp. δi correspond with φ, φi in the Vostroknutov paper in this issue.
78 These outcomes are out of reach for the same reason that induce A to rely on B choosing the
coordinating alternative in the game form of figure 2 whatever the first move of A might be.
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part of table 4might emerge. The utility functions of the individuals, A, B, in the
right part of table 4 are to be interpreted as representing modifications of natural
rankings of results in outcome space.

It is still assumed that only outcomes matter for actors’ rankings. Yet, actors
do not exclusively focus on monetary outcomes to themselves. They assign some
weight to the co-player outcome. The empirical hypotheses concerning the law-
like psychological relations that prevail in the ranking processes of the individ-
uals who are confronted with the game form on the left side of table 4 are rep-
resented by the functions f i, i=1, 2. These functions rank results in ways depen-
dent on ‘inequality’ of outcomes.⁷⁹ As shown for illustrative purposes, inequality
is measured by the absolute value ‘|. . . |’ and weighted by δ = 2/3 leading to the
rankings depicted in the right part of table 4.⁸⁰

Choosing some particularly simple functional forms as in table 4 and then es-
timating the parameters is legitimate in principle. Of course, distortionsmay arise
from this as from any simplification. Yet, there may be ways to test the theories
underlying f i, i=1, 2 and to assess the impact of the distortion on the qualitative
validity of model implications.⁸¹

Adherents of the economic approach who insist on analyzing interactions as
games—rather than in terms of game forms—do so because they want to allow for
a wider range of motivational factors (including, of course, subjective attitudes to
risk). They are aware that motivation need neither be exclusively monetary nor
exclusively self-regarding. Moreover, if actors with subjective rankings do in fact
make their choices (a) in view of all and only the perceived future causal conse-
quences on outcome-profiles of each of the choices taken separately and (b) in
line with their subjective rankings of outcomes then choice making can still be
‘framed’ as if individuals weremaximizing functions though now their subjective
utility functions.

In this framework ‘maximization’ is not as such an aim but a consequence
of seeking opportunities to realize higher ranked outcomes in each instance of
choice making which may be reached in a play of a game this way of presenta-
tion has great charms within the rather parochial perspective of (neo-classical)

79 In the example the f i, i=1, 2, ‘strip’ the dimensionality of ‘=C’ away to yield dimensionless in-
dividual rankings on the basis of pairs of monetary outcomes and their (in-)equality
80 See on less simplified such approaches which have been foundational for a whole industry
of related studies in particular Fehr/Schmidt 1999; Bolton/Ockenfels 2000.
81 It may be noted also that to the extent that popular hypotheses concerning so-called ‘aver-
sions’ [e.g. inequality aversion concerning outcomes] are corroboratedby experimental studies or
other empirical means the ‘utility’ representations in the right sub-table of table 4 are notmerely
ad hoc.
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economists: on the one hand, economists can concede that their original assump-
tion of exclusively self-regarding extrinsically motivated seeking of substantive
opportunities (‘more rather than less money to self’) (cell 1, table 1) has been re-
futed for good by the empirical evidence accumulated in experimental economics
and experimental psychology, on the other, they can still stick to their basic as-
sumption of opportunity-seeking behavior.

For instance, if in a game experiment with the pd-game form of the left sub-
table of table 4 the (CA, CB) strategy combination yielding (3=C, 3=C) is observed
economists can admit that the original hypothesis that self-regarding extrinsically
motivated opportunity-seeking choice makers would not behave that way is re-
futed. Yet, they will then turn to the game in subjective payoffs represented in the
right part of table 4. With the subjective rankings in hand the observed behavior
can be presented as aligned with outcome-oriented opportunity-seeking choice
making and the standard ‘maximization under constraints analytical tools’ can
still be used with respect to the subjective rankings.⁸²

Yet, even though the preceding explains much of the popularity of modifica-
tions of utility functions in outcome space among economists it does not as such
show that this ‘behavioral economics’ way of adapting economicmodeling to em-
pirical evidence is systematically adequate.⁸³

In particular, it is not self-evident that it is adequate to focus exclusively on
outcome space as in the standard transformations of game forms into games is
typically done (the transition from the left to the right of table 4). If actors focus on
other aspects of the game form than outcomes of play, then it is in no way assured
that the rankings of all choices are representable by utility functions defined on
outcome space only.

To put it (too) simply, even if in terms of the substantive outcomes of a game
form the consequences are the same it matters whether they have been brought
about by, say, breaking a promise or keeping it. Whether some person helps an-
other person voluntarily or is compelled to provide helpmakes a difference for the
evaluation of what happens even if the resulting outcome is substantively identi-
cal and the person would have acted the same way with or without compulsion.

82 In the case at hand one of the two pure equilibria according to subjective rankings and, for
that matter the efficient one, could be selected as result of individual moves.
83 Ad hocery is not the only model risk here. What Hans Albert aptly characterized as Model-
Platonism or the proclivity of taking a fictional ideal model for reality itself for no better reasons
than sticking to preconceptions of a school and its vested interests is relevant, too (H. Albert 1998;
H. Albert et al. 2012).Model-Platonism is endemic not only in economics but also in sociology and
in philosophy. In all these fields the proclivity to ‘define’ the disciplinary agenda on the basis of
a priori rather than empirical a posteriori considerations is recurrent.
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Though it may be possible to include among the consequences of a choice the na-
ture of the choice itself, this strategy will swiftly become rather complicated. For
instance, the fact that the helper has performed an act of voluntary help in the one
andanact of coercedhelp in the other case iswith awide concept of ‘consequence’
analytically among the consequences of the action taken. Yet, it seems necessary
to distinguish between two relevantly different kinds of consequence then.⁸⁴

More generally speaking, actors might place value on the play of a game in
ways that are non-reducible to rankings of outcome profiles. In particular, they
might place value not only on the moves they perform but also on the plans that
lead up to these moves.⁸⁵ Actors may be intrinsically motivated to place value on
conducting certain strategies.⁸⁶ To assess the plausibility of such possibilities two
meanings of ‘strategy’ must be distinguished: On the one hand, ‘strategy’ is used
to refer to ‘plans of moves’ and, on the other, to ‘programs of moves’. Here ‘plan’
is assumed to be without anymotivational force while the term program is under-
stood as any form of plan that goes along with some motivational force and/or
modification of rankings of plays of games (but need not be a program that leaves
no choice). This leads back to the core of the controversy between economic and
sociological accounts of institutionalized social norms and order.⁸⁷

3.2.2 Strategies as Plans and Strategies as Programs

In classical game theory, a strategy is a full plan of how to play a game. For any
situation that the planning individual could conceivably be confronted with in

84 For the example of helping, see in a related experimental economic setting Andreoni 1990.
85 To place values on moves or the play resulting from sequences of moves of all players is not
discussed here but would be possible in principle as well.
86 As next section 3.2.2 emphasizes, one should bear in mind that strategic plans specify an
intention of how to move even for situations that do not arise in a particular play of a game.
For instance, if in the tree of figure 2, A chooses option CA then B’s strategic plan (CB/CA, DB/DA)
specifies not only the response CB but alsoDB as response to the alternativemoveDA. Even though
the branch of the tree starting with DA is not reached B’s strategic plan contains an answer for
this like—in larger game trees—all other contingencies (information sets) that can conceivably
arise within any particular play.
87 Of course, participants of academic discourse have some leeway to use terms as seems fit to
them. Yet, some constraintsmust be observed. In particular, it is illegitimate to use the same term
for two fundamentally different concepts.
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the course of playing a game a move is planned.⁸⁸ As was rather extensively dis-
cussed above, the strategy as a plan can be abandoned any time—or ‘in action’
so to say—by a future-oriented opportunity-seeking player B. Due to this, the con-
cept of strategy as (complete) plan is in line with the assumption of opportunistic
choice-making. In any instance of choice—technically any information set that
can be reached—there is a move planned, yet, the planning individual can at that
instance deviate from the plan instantaneously. As opposed to this, the concept of
strategy as program is incompatible with the assumption of opportunistic choice-
making in each and every instance of choice.⁸⁹ Like strategies as plans a strategy
as program specifies which move will be executed at any instance of choice that
may be reached, however, the individual cannot at that instance deviate from the
planned move ‘at no extra-cost’.

Since the concepts of strategy as plan and strategy as program seem so sim-
ilar it may be useful to consider again an example from the world of driving to
separate the concepts. Imagine that your fancy new autonomous driving car of-
fers you three ‘stirring’-options. After you have embarked it in the parking lot: (i)
it will move back to your home (with yourself onboard) along a path that you pro-
grammed and will do so automatically no matter what; (ii) it will bring you back
to your home autonomously along the path that you programmed unless you in-
terfere and stir a course different from the programmed one; (iii) a friendly voice
will give you directions corresponding to the program but you must drive—make
your choices of where to stir the car—yourself.

If you sit down in the car and choose (i), you are committed to a course.⁹⁰
If you choose (ii), you have implemented a kind of ‘default’ from which you can

88 Recall the difference between moves of B in figure 2 strategies of B as in table 3 above. Player
B can make two moves, yet, form four different strategic plans that specify the planned response
to any first move of A that player B can conceivably learn of in the course of play.
89 What may be called the ‘explicitness requirement of non-cooperative game modeling’ de-
mands that any aspect of a non-cooperative game model of (inter-)active choice making that is
assumed to be beyond the choices of active playersmust be explicitlymodeled as such. In particu-
lar intrinsicallymotivated rule-following and intrinsic other-regardingmotives exist for purposes
of analyzing a model if and only if explicitly modeled; see on the often overlooked explicitness
assumption constitutive for non-cooperative gamemodeling and its beneficial influence on trans-
parency of economic modeling in more detail Güth/Kliemt 2007.
90 Besides absolute commitments there are also those that simplymake alternatives less ormore
attractive either in subjective or in objective terms; see on this in detail Güth/Kliemt 2007. All
commitments require some alterations of what is called as the ‘rules of the game’. In the technical
game theoretic sense the rules of the game comprise any aspects of the game that are beyond the
influence of choices of the players in any particular play of the game (including the preferences
along with the game form). The strategies as plans represent what is commonsensicallymeant by
rules of playing the game—rules guiding actions and to be followed intentionally.
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deviate in response to the exigencies thatmight arise on the road (psychologically
increasing the likelihood that youwill follow the course).⁹¹ If you choose (iii), you
have self-addressed the prescriptive advice of the friendly voice guiding youmore
or less like a plan.⁹²

According to the model of future-oriented opportunistic choice-making that
takesplace exclusively in viewof the causal consequences of each choice act taken
separately, the option (i) differs categorically fromoptions (ii) and (iii). It has intro-
duced the additional option of committing to a strategy (and should be explicitly
introduced into models as such).⁹³ This is different from a strategy as mere plan
and also—in a gradedway—from the options (ii) and (iii). The psychological effect
in case of an autopilot of type (ii) will be stronger than that of the friendly voice
(iii).⁹⁴

From the point of view of modelling the main message is simple: if additional
options to commit to strategies as programs as amatter of fact exist theymust and
can be modeled explicitly as moves in a game tree.⁹⁵ Vice versa, once strategies
as programs are represented in an extensive form model the necessity to check
on their presence in the real world is obvious, too.⁹⁶ As far as representing rule-
following is concerned the four strategies of player B in table 3 are paradigm ex-

91 Experiments corroborate the behavioral relevance of specifying the default option.
92 It will have a psychological influence on your choices and in this way form a (very weak)
commitment, too.
93 In tree-representations of game forms this amounts to adding new branches to the tree; see
Kliemt 2009. To link it to another rather popular strand of literature, so-called resolute choice
optionsmay ormay not exist, yet, whether they exist is a factual issue—hunger is not bread—and
should be explicitly modeled McClennen 1990.
94 Even though it should be mere ‘noise’—i.e. have no causal effect on case-by-case opportunis-
tic choice-making—the presence of the friendly voice can alsomake a behavioral difference in the
game and then amounts to a change of the game. In terms of standard game theory, the so-called
strategic form of the game—in former times often called normal form—invites neglecting the dif-
ference between programs and plans. The stenographic device of mapping strategy profiles into
outcome profiles (in terms of utilities) conceals that strategies cannot be chosen as moves in the
game. They are plans, specifying a move for any contingency that might conceivably arise in a
game but are not moves themselves. If players should all play according to plan then, of course,
the play of the game is trivially according to plans.
95 A model will be mis-specified unless the options assumed to exist show up explicitly in the
game form. It may be worth noting that even if the relevant part of the tree is ‘internal’ to a per-
sonal player it might still be modeled as non-overt behavior by means of decision and game tree
models. But quite separate of such apparently fancy possibilities it should be noted that the pres-
ence of options may itself be experimentally tested.
96 Engaging a type ‘(i)’ commitment is akin to Ulysses’ option to become tied to themast. Where
in case of the metaphor of Ulysses the existence of the mast can be corroborated, in case of other
commitments like, say, virtues the factual mechanisms must be checked out; see on the role of
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amples of how the content of rules can in principle bemodelled.⁹⁷But if strategies
are not interpreted merely as plans but as programs of types (i)–(iii) then that dif-
ferent interpretation must be expressed explicitly in the language of RCT, for in-
stance by (additional) branches of a game tree or by modified subjective rankings
of its outcomes.

To sum this up, only a concept of a strategy as plan—that does neither mod-
ify the ranking of alternatives nor restrict the sets of alternatives that can be
chosen—can be fully compatible with the substantive assumption of extrinsically
motivated outcome-oriented opportunity-seeking behavior.⁹⁸ For the present dis-
cussion of extreme (pure) forms of economic accounts of institutionalized social
norms it may be noted succinctly: once strategies are interpreted as programs
the rule-following assumption of a sociological approach is implicitly assumed to
prevail (to some extent).⁹⁹

According to the explicitness assumption of non-cooperative game theory
only what is expressed in the language of RCT is relevant for analytical purposes.
As opposed to RCT with its substantive restriction to future-oriented opportunity-
seeking and consistent choicemaking, the underlying language of rational choice
modeling, has room for expressing both opportunity-seeking and rule-following
behavior. Moreover, with an adequate use of the language of RCT the relative
importance of opportunity-seeking and rule-following behavior can a. be repre-
sented transparently in models and b. studied experimentally if we manage to
express commitments to strategies adequately.

virtues in the workings of social institutions Baurmann 2002 and on what has been called the
strategic role of the emotions which may represent ‘unchosen’ commitments that do not arise
from choices in playing a game see Frank 1988.
97 To model rules as strategies in the strict game theoretic sense is an obvious but somewhat
underexplored possibility because assuming that commitments to strategies are possible is alien
to non-cooperative game theory which requires that commitments must be represented as addi-
tional options in the game form; see on this again in detail (Kliemt 2009). For a related approach
that tries to refer to both, strategies pursued from an internal point of view and strategies as de-
scriptions of choices from an external point of view Congleton 2019.
98 Theorists who identify rational choice making with consistency of rankings miss this point;
see for an example of this the otherwise excellent overview (Diekmann/Voss 2016) where—what
I regard as a crucial error—is boldly stated in the final remarks: “Immer wieder hat der Begriff der
‘Rationalität’ zu Kritik und Missverständnissen geführt. ‘Rationalität‘ ist aber nicht mehr (und
nicht weniger) als konsistentes Handeln.”
99 In Ken Binmore’s terminology the ‘eductive’ has been given up in favor of an ‘evolu-
tionary’ approach; see Binmore 1987; any reader interested in further details may con-
sult Kliemt 2009, chap. 5, freely accessible as https://www.uni-giessen.de/fbz/fb02/fb/pro-
fessuren/vwl/albert/kontakt/mitarbeiter/Kliemt/Buch_1.
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Using the language of rational choice modeling to bring the empirical (exper-
imental) evidence to bear on understanding institutionalized social norms and
order should be the agenda of both sociological and economic approaches. This
still unfinished agenda comprises, on the one hand, an exploration of general
behavioral facts of the world that individuals ‘bring to the table’ when they play
a particular game and, on the other, how to represent the facts of the particular
interaction context adequately. An experiment of Kimbrough and Vostroknutov
(Kimbrough/Vostroknutov 2016) on rule-following as such and its application to
the institutionalization of social norms may be seen as a major step in pursuit of
this agenda (despite the fact that the authors make an effort to present it as if a
contribution to conventional RCT).

4 Rule-following and Contextualized Expectations
Kimbrough’s and Vostroknutov’s experiment on rule-following shows what can
be accomplished with experimental methods and (‘still’) be expressed in terms
of apparently conventional economic models formulated in the language of RCT.
“The idea is that sociality is driven not directly by preferences over payoff dis-
tributions, but rather by preferences for following known social rules [. . . ]”
(Kimbrough/Vostroknutov 2016, 610). Through the focus on rules the context-
dependency that otherwise is hard to overcome by more conventional outcome-
oriented social preference accounts of ‘prosocial’ behavior is mitigated. A sub-
stantive prescriptive expectation that is perceived as relevant in a particular
context (say equal substantive payoffs, substantive payoffs proportional to contri-
bution, substantive payoffs proportional to need. . . ) is ‘plugged’ into the general
proclivity to follow such contextual prescriptive expectations.¹⁰⁰

The perceptions of contextual expectations are captured by Kimbrough and
Vostroknutov through a ‘norm elicitation’ task.¹⁰¹ To put it very succinctly the sub-

100 My ‘only’ complaint is that the two authors try to squeeze their insights into the ‘utility’
framework—going out of their ways to conceal the ‘true nature’ of their experimental insights
by representing them in closed utility functional form. In any event, substantively, they include
genuine—intentional—rule following as representing compliance with prescriptive expectations
as guiding choices within playing a game. The general proclivity to follow rules is itself part of
the rules of a contextualized game (in the technical sense).
101 The task is inspired by Krupka/Weber 2013. The use of the term ‘norm’ here, does not co-
here well with the statement: “We model a norm as a strategy profile: a norm describes the most
socially appropriate choice for each player in each information set.” (Kimbrough/Vostroknutov
2016, 612) The latter use seemsmore in linewith the results of the combination of the general rule
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jects are asked what they believe is the prevailing or most common answer to the
questionofwhat is prescriptively expected in a situation.¹⁰²To induceparticipants
to think hard, they are informed that they canwin amonetary prize if getting close
enough to what the other participants in the experiment name as the prevailing
view.

Kimbrough and Vostroknutov basically assume that beliefs about the sub-
stantive content of prescriptive expectations will ‘translate’ into actions accord-
ing to an individual’s general proclivity to show rule-following behavior.¹⁰³ The
‘degree’ to which the general proclivity of an individual to follow rules is present
ismeasured by tasks that do not involve inter-active choicemaking in social situa-
tions. In one task actors are, for instance confrontedwith a screen onwhich a ‘yel-
lowbucket’ and a ‘blue bucket’ are depicted. They are informed that they have 100
‘balls’ at their disposal which they have to put into either of the buckets. Putting a
ball into the yellowbucketwill yield 10 ct each—so participants could earn 10.00=C
(resp. $) if they would put all balls there—whereas they could earn 5 ct by putting
a ball in the blue bin—yielding 5.00=C (resp. $) at max. Actors are informed before-
hand: ‘‘the rule is to put the balls into the blue bucket’’ (Kimbrough/Vostroknutov
2018, 148). The lower the monetary amount earned, the stronger is the general
rule-following proclivity of the participant as measured by the income forgone
by following the prescriptive expectation that ‘the rule is. . . ’ in the rule-following
elicitation task.

The guidingmodeling idea is that combining themeasure of the general rule-
following proclivity with an identifier for the perceived particular prescriptive ex-
pectations for particular social contexts (as specified by the norm-elicitation task)

following proclivity with the contextualization through specific prescriptive expectations sup-
ported here.
102 This is parallel to Crusoe and Friday asking themselves what they know about Berlin and
their co-player’s knowledge of Berlin when they reflect on ‘shared’ predictive and prescriptive
expectations.
103 This proclivity is assumed to be general in that it is not restricted to particular social con-
texts (resp. particular types of game forms). In the special context of following ‘legal norms’ it is
for instance very plausible that people who are general rule-followers can ‘plug in’ the particular
institutionalized legal norms that contingently prevail in a legal order and then participate in the
rule-following practice. Likewise, particular social norms of (positive) moral institutions can be
identified and then be followed. The ‘other side’ of the Hartian ‘rule of recognition’ which goes
beyond empirically identifying the contextually prevailing norms concerns ‘actions’. Whether ‘I
should’ comply with a prescriptive expectation recognized to prevail depends on the proclivity to
be rule-following. Muchmore would have to be said here—also with respect to Kelsen’s construc-
tion of a basic norm in a first-person context. . . The parallel of the Kimbrough and Vostroknutov
approach with well-established philosophy of law constructions seems a corroboration of its po-
tential to unify views on social norms and their institutionalization in law and morals.
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leads to improved predictions concerning ‘pro-social behavior’.¹⁰⁴ To corroborate
that the idea works, Kimbrough and Vostroknutov show that combining the mea-
sure of the general proclivity to show rule-following behavior and the elicited be-
liefs concerning particular prevailing substantive prescriptive expectations can
account for pro-social behavior as observed in familiar experimental games.

In the original assault on the problem of explaining social behavior in an ear-
lier paper (Kimbrough/Vostroknutov 2016) the ‘proof of concept’ is accomplished
with a less abstract task for ‘measuring’ general rule-following inclinations than
the ‘sorting into buckets task’. In the experiment the (implicit) endowment of par-
ticipants before entering the first phase of the experiments is =C8. After placed in
front of a computer terminal participants are confronted with a screen on which
five traffic lights are shown (see figure 3 that is also reprinted in Vostroknutov’s
paper in this issue as figure 4). Participants are informed that for each second that
it takes their ‘avatar’ to pass from starting to end point, =C0.08, will be substracted
from their initial endowment =C8:

Fig. 3: The rule-following task in Kimbrough/Vostroknutov 2016

Participants learn from the instructions that they can press ‘WALK’ any time to
make the figure on the screen move on. After ‘WALK’ has been pressed each step
takes a second and costs =C 0.08. Amounting to =C2 in all, the sum of steps will be
subtracted from the =C8 no matter what. Moreover, participants are informed in
the instructions that the figure will stop at each of the lights until it turns green

104 The ‘otherworldly’ abstractness of the task disentangles the general proclivity to follow rules
from substantive prescriptive demands as arise in particular social contexts familiar to the partic-
ipants. Since the elicitation of prevailing beliefs concerning substantive prescriptive expectations
can be meaningful only if the context is familiar the two elicitation processes seem separate.
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after another five seconds. If they are not hitting ‘WALK’—which would keep the
figure moving—this imposes a cost of =C 0.08*5==C0.40 on them at each ‘Light’.¹⁰⁵

The information that pressingWALKwill keep the figure moving is clear from
the instructions. But the instructions state prominently, too: ‘The rule is to stop
at lights’. The statement of the prescriptive expectation brings about what exper-
imenters call a ‘demand effect’. In other experimental contexts exerting such an
effect is regarded as a technical blunder. However, for the measuring exercise at
hand, the demand effect is a welcome feature of the experimental set up:¹⁰⁶What
is at stake is precisely the potential causal influence of prescriptive expectations
as mediated through a general rule-following proclivity.

There are no negative consequences for an actor who is not acting in line with
the prescriptive expectation contained in the ‘demand’ that ‘(t)he rule is to stop
at lights’.¹⁰⁷ Quite to the contrary, the actor loses from complying with the de-
mand. Neither are there any negative consequences for other actors to which so-
cial preferences in the usual sense could refer.¹⁰⁸ Nevertheless 62,5% of partic-
ipants waited at least 25 seconds at lights (spending extra time due to reaction
time lags) while merely 37,5% were in breach of the rule at least once.

All participants lose at least =C2.00 on their way but only thosewho stop at red
lights until they turn greenwill lose additional amounts of money proportional to
the time they wait and the number of red lights at which they stop until those
lights turn green. Those who observe all the red lights will lose at least another 2=C
(five times =C0.40). They end up with at most =C4 before entering the next rounds
of the experiment. Those who never stop have still =C6 of their initial endowment
after passing all lights of the first stage of the experiment.

The conjecture is not that rule-followers will in all contexts play by the rules,
no matter what. Opportunity costs of rule following matter. The conjecture is
rather that behavior of those who are more strongly inclined to follow rules than
other individuals will generally show significantly more compliant behavior in
social interactions in which contextualized prescriptive expectations play a role.

105 “Specifically, we tell subjects to follow a rule, when doing so provides no monetary bene-
fits and instead imposes monetary costs proportional to the time spent following the rule. Un-
der these circumstances, only individuals who are intrinsically motivated to adhere to rules and
norms will follow the rule.” (Kimbrough/Vostroknutov 2016, 611)
106 See Kimbrough/Vostroknutov 2016, fn. 17, 621.
107 How strong and weak sanctions operate, how self-imposition of demands influences behav-
ior in cases of insufficiently deterrent sanctions etc. is discussed along with other aspects of such
settings in Tyran/Feld 2006.
108 “If subjects asked what would happen if they pass through the red light, an experi-
menter explained that all information relevant to the experiment is in the instructions.” (Kim-
brough/Vostroknutov 2016, 615, fn. 12)
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To illustrate for a stylized experimental setting, assume that there is a ‘pro-
poser’, p, who in the role of a benevolent despot or dictator has to divide a sub-
stantive ‘pie’ of size 2=C between himself, receiving x=C, and a recipient, who re-
ceives (2-x)=C so that the outcome profile is (x=C, (2-x)=C). Assume that p believes
that the prevailing substantive prescriptive expectation relevant in the situation
is that of ‘equal split’. In the particular case at hand, equal split implies the ideal
outcome distribution (1=C, 1=C) that is x=1=C to self and (2-x)=C=1=C to other.¹⁰⁹ This
is the game form part (corresponding to the left sub-table of table 4). To give a
description of the corresponding game (corresponding to the right sub-table of
table 4), Kimbrough and Vostroknutov introduce a subjective ranking or utility
function Up=x(x=C)-δp*g(|x=C-1=C|)¹¹⁰; where δp represents the general sensitivity of
p to rules, x represents subjective rankings of substantive opportunities as ranked
by self: x(x=C)=x;¹¹¹ while in δp*g(|x=C-1=C|), the function g(.) is a kind of ‘techni-
cal scaling’ function that operates in combination with δp to represent deviations
|x=C-1=C|, from the substantive ideal according to p’s subjective rankings.¹¹²

The ranking of outcomes according to Up=x(x=C)-δp*g(|x=C-1=C|) does not nec-
essarily represent the substantive theories that explain how that ranking arises.¹¹³
Kimbrough and Vostroknutov insinuate otherwise when they discuss Up=x(x=C)-

109 As indicated before, if |x=C-1=C|=0=C expresses the substantive prescriptive expectation of an
ideal distribution relevant in the particular context at hand, then |x-1|=C≥0=C, 2≥x≥0, measures the
substantive deviation from the ideal.
110 Of course, Kimbrough and Vostroknutov treat it as common knowledge that the nature of
representative utility is different from classical utility (which treats it as one of the reasons—resp.
causes—for ranking) and therefore write more succinctly Up=x-δp*g(|x-1|). This is legitimate to
the extent that everybody understands and never forgets that they are talking about functions
that represent rankings that arise from reasons (motives, causes) that are not necessarily repre-
sented term by term in the arguments of the function Up=Up(x(x=C)-δp*g(|x=C-1=C|))= Up(x, δp, g(.)).
The rankings are approximated by Up which is as a matter of scientific practice chosen accord-
ing to criteria like simplicity, differentiability etc. Whether this function is mis-specified or not is
another matter that depends on the underlying law-like regularities and the explanatory aims;
see on this from a (critical rationalist) philosophy of science point of view (M. Albert 2013; M.
Albert/Kliemt 2017).
111 Note that it would be as well possible to have, say, h(x=C)=(x)1/2 or some other function that
represents how the substantive payoff to self is influencingwith someweight—which need not be
‘1’—the overall ranking of alternative substantive outcome profiles (x=C to self, (2-x)=C to other).
112 Without going into details here it suffices to note that ‘x’ is a function of substantive payoffs
to self—x(x=C). It represents the ranking according to self-regarding evaluations of substantive
opportunities x=C, while δp*g(|x=C-1=C| indicates how detrimental it is from the point of view of p if
a deviation from the prescriptive demand ‘1=C’ of the particular context with a pie of size 2=C arises.
113 The somewhat weird looking x(x=C) is used to draw attention to the fact that the function x: X
→ R is needed to map ‘=C’ into dimensionless ranking numbers (‘utilities’) for forming an overall
ranking.
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δp*g(|x=C-1=C|) determining first order conditions etc. From an external point of
view of describing overt behavior this is acceptable. Yet, the dictator is not mak-
ing his choice of a particular value of x*=C with the intention of maximizing
Up=x(x=C)-δp*g(|x=C-1=C|). That somebody intentionally maximizes a numerical
value is psychologically plausible only if that numerical value is expressive of
attaining higher levels along some substantive dimension of value (e.g. money
or the goods that can be bought with it). Contrary to that the modern utility
concept merely represents the position of an alternative and not the substantive
dimensions of value that lead to that position in the ranking relative to other
alternatives.

Where in classical approaches utility interpreted as, say, hedonistic pleasure
(as measured in real quantities of it) is indicating motives for preferring alter-
natives, modern utility represents only the results of motivational processes.¹¹⁴
For the motives or other causes that explain how the resulting relative rankings
came about we need theories. These substantive theories—classical hedonism be-
ing one—rather than the sophisticated curve fitting that leads to Up=x-δp*g(|x-1|)
are what matters.

Now, even if it is acknowledged that Up=x(x=C)-δp*g(|x=C-1=C|) is not a theory
but merely a representation of rankings whose emergence can be explained by
theories it cannot be denied that the components x(x=C) respectively δp and g(|x=C-
1=C|) correspond to separate theoretical explanatory factors: x(x=C) is the influence
of substantive payoff x=C to self on rankings, δp represents the influence on rank-
ings of a general rule-following proclivity and g(|x=C-1=C|) that of the localized pre-
scriptive expectation of passing on half of the pie.¹¹⁵ Thus, even if the particular
functional form which adds up strictly self-regarding and other regarding factors
(multiplicatively interacting with each other) is not an explanatory theory it still
seems that it represents choices in ways that suggest that they are resulting from
opportunity-seeking choices that weigh self-regarding and other regarding con-
siderations in each and every instance as represented by the functional form.

It is a matter of mathematical convenience to represent the influences of sep-
arate theoretical factors on outcome rankings by a single combined function like

114 To put this slightly otherwise classical, e.g. ‘Benthamite’, utility theory had it that an alterna-
tivewas ranked higher because it yieldedmore utility,modern utility theory assigns higher utility
because the alternative is ranked higher for what reasons ever; see for the welfare economic im-
plications early on Vickrey 1948.
115 The mapping: 2∼100% 1∼50%, 0∼0% of any substantive pie slightly generalizes the de-
scription.
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Up which need not represent termwise the underlying substantive theories.¹¹⁶
This being said, to separate the general factor of a rule-following proclivity from
contextualizing prescriptive expectations as Kimbrough and Vostroknutov do,
remains a central achievement.¹¹⁷

The dictator game structure mirrors rather well compliance with norms of
sanctioning in hierarchical enforcement as discussed in section 2 of this paper.
In section 3 the mutuality of sanctioning and enforcement was inter-active rather
than dictatorial. Kimbrough’s and Vostroknutov’s discussion is, of course, not
confined to hierarchical structures. They do not only discuss experiments in
which, as in dictator games, there is only a single active choice-maker but in the
main focus of their paper address issues of inter-active, strategic, choice-making.
Again, it suffices ti focus on a single paradigm example, so-called voluntary con-
tribution games based on a voluntary contribution mechanism, VCM.¹¹⁸ (Readers
familiar with VCMs should skip the next small print sections.)

For readers who are not acquainted with VCMs the following specific sketch should do as an
introduction:

Four individuals i=1, 2, 3, 4 are invited to a laboratory and initially endowed each with
a1=a2=a3=a4 =10=C. Participants are informed that they must make a choice by which they can
contribute any amount bi=0, 1, . . . , 10=C to a ‘common pool’. Out of this pool,¹¹⁹ participants
i=1, 2, 3, 4 will receive as outcome of play the monetary payoffs π = (π1 , π2 , π3 , π4): πi = ai −
bi + λ

∑︀4
j=1 bj, 0< λ<1, i= 1, 2, 3, 4.

To get an intuitive impression of what is going on set λ = 1
2 and ai =: bi for all i= 1, 2, 3, 4.

This yields an outcome profile (π1 , π2 , π3 , π4)=(20=C, 20=C, 20=C, 20=C), then put in 0=C =: bi, yield-
ing (10=C, 10=C, 10=C, 10=C). Obviously, each and every individual is strictly better off if each is con-
tributing everything, bi=10=C, rather thannothing, bi=0=C, to the commonproject. So each is better

116 That behavior can be represented as if maximizing such a function is not in itself expressive
of a causal process (at least no more than describing biological adaptation as if the result of a
teleological process expresses that it results from teleological pursuits).
117 This insight projects itself well beyond its original context not only with respect to legal pro-
cesses. Michael Baurmann drewmy attention to relations with the Milgram experiment: Explain-
ing the observed compliance with the demands of the experimenter in the Milgram experiment
we can refer to general rule-compliance as contextualized by a first substantive norm of assisting
a principal (experimenter) as an agent in executing an experiment and a second contradictory
contextual substantive norm of not torturing third parties by (‘dictatorially’) administering elec-
tro shocks. Milgram’s observations seem rather well be accounted for as a combined effect of the
general rule-following proclivity with two ‘localized’ orthogonal substantive expectations.
118 AVCM is the game formunderlying a voluntary contribution game (often also called a public
goods game or a tragedy of the commons game; see Hardin 1968; Ostrom 1990).
119 The pool is stocked up with additional amounts of money by the experimenter to model the
potential mutual advantages resulting from cooperation by making voluntarily contributions to
the common pool.
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off if each cooperates. Still, if such interactions are repeated for a number of rounds, typically 10
rounds of play, initially rather high contributions wash out.

At slightly closer inspection potential reasons for this decline of voluntary cooperation/con-
tribution become clearer. Note first, thatwhat each individualwill receive as substantive outcome
component πi depends on howmuch that individual personally contributes as her bi . Contribut-
ing bi reduces her initial endowment ai directly to ai − bi . Of her contribution bi she will ‘get
back’ 1

2 bi . This is the fraction λ, 0< λ<1 of the sum of all payments λ
∑︀4

j=1 bj which depends on
her contribution in that round of play. The rest, λ

∑︀4
j = 1
j̸= i

bj, will accrue to her no matter what

since it does not (causally) depend on her contribution bi . Therefore, taking each round of the
interaction separately it is better for her—and each other participant—not to contribute anything.

According to the rules of the game she can make on each round of play an opportunistic
choice of her own bi that does not directly influence the choices of other individuals. This yields
the familiar tension between personal and so-called general interest. However, contributions on
an earlier round of play will influence the size of the pie λ

∑︀4
j=1 bj that is distributed to the ac-

tors. Though actors cannot observe who contributed what, each actor can observe what has been
contributed ‘in sum’. It is a very robust result of standard experiments of repeated interactions
based on VCMs that the sum of contributions monotonically declines if the game is repeated.
The best explanation of this is that the prescriptive expectations of participants concerning how
much should be voluntarily contributed are not met on earlier rounds of interaction.¹²⁰ This may
be seen as triggering a kind of ‘retributive’ response of those who make their own voluntary con-
tributions contingent on meeting their prescriptive expectations.¹²¹

In a VCM involving 4 participants in which partners are matched with the same
co-players for ten rounds of play a decline of contributions from first to last round
of play has been robustly observed.¹²² Due to their elegant experimental design
Kimbrough and Vostroknutov replicate this observation but also reach an inter-
esting contrary result dependent on assortative matching of rule-followers.

Concretely, first 8 individuals are selected from the pool of all subjects. All
have participated in the rule-following diagnostic experiment that assigns a par-
ticular δi, i=1, 2, . . . , 8 increasing in waiting time to each individual. The 8 players
are ordered according to the ‘strength’ of their δi. Then the four higher and the four
lower ranking individuals are assigned to two groups to interact for 10 rounds ac-
cording to a standard VCM (with specific parameters that need not be spelled out
here).

The participants in the two groups are not informed about the assortative
matching. The game forms are identical for the upper δ and the lower δ groups.

120 There is a kind of end-game effect (Selten/Stöcker 1983). But this does not explain the ob-
served decline.
121 This is the punch line relevant for the present context; see Plott/Smith 2008, sec. 6.1.
122 The decline is observed even if after a so-called ‘re-start’ the actors after a first sequence of
interactions are interacting for a second or third such sequence.
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Yet, participants of the two groups behave in astonishingly different ways even
though they are not informed about the assortative matching.¹²³ The familiar de-
cline of voluntary contributions (cooperation) does not occur in the groups of high
δ rule-followers while it takes place in the groups of those who show lower values
of δ in the diagnostic treatment.¹²⁴

Since only 37.5 percent of all participants were not stopping at all lights there
must have been quite some individuals with rather high δ in the groups of lesser
rule-followers. That the decline tookplace nevertheless, strongly suggests that the
old saying that the first piece of paper on the beach is the worst may apply: those
who have a strong proclivity to follow rules (have rather high δ) and are willing
to comply with some envisioned substantive prescriptive demand to contribute
to VCMs but ended up with other individuals who are not high δ rule-followers
tended to reduce their contributions as well.

Leaving out all further detail the following—in view of the existing body of
experimental evidence on VCMs quite striking—results are worth emphasizing:
1. For groups of 4who are rule-followerswith lower δ, results are as indicated by

the lower curve in figure 4. This replicates the conventional results on VCMs
in general.

2. For groups of 4 higher δ rule-followers, results are as indicated by the upper
curve in figure 4. This effect of sorting according to rule-following proclivity
refutes general results on VCMs.

The effect of assortative matching deserves special emphasis since this effect has
nothing to do with any specific contextualized norm but only with the strength of
rule-following per se as matching criterion. This distinct group level effect seems
out of range of explanations in terms of conventional future-oriented choice mak-
ing and social preferences of individuals.

123 This matching is done by the experimenter rather than on the basis of signaling etc. as in
e.g. Hoppe et al. 2009.
124 The result seems to stand given the data at hand. In view of its surprising—and as I
believe—important nature a replication of it—e.g. under restart conditions—seems highly desir-
able, though.
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Fig. 4: Kimbrough/Vostroknutov, Norms Make Preferences Social, 623

That under assortative matching deviations from extrinsically motivated oppor-
tunism became so much more pronounced than in the previous experimental lit-
erature (which relied on random matching across all types) is of great interest.
It shows that intrinsically motivated rule-following behavior as such can exert a
causal influence on social interaction but also that this influence depends on co-
factors like selective matching of rule-following player-types.¹²⁵

In the final remarks I will comment on how these two observations fit into
Hume’s conception of how social order in large groups arises from small group
interactions by which the division of labor is extended in socially embedded pro-
cesses to the creation and maintenance of institutionalized social order. Before
this and some last comments on the climate of discussion among economists and
sociologists I will rehearse some central points of the preceding critical assess-
ment of the scope and limits of (purely) economic accounts of institutionalized
social norms.

125 A lot more would have to be said here on the contextual nature of the processes involved. It
seems significant that homogenous groups of rule followers behave differently in creating sub-
stantively favorable outcomes to their members while rule followers in a heterogeneous envi-
ronment behave more or less like everybody else. It also needs to be further explored whether
rule-following proclivities are restricted to certain dimensions of interaction or—like what is in-
dicated by, say, the possibly related but distinct marshmallow experiments—apply across the
board to most behavioral dimensions.
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5 Economics, Sociology and Social Norms
If wemake structural organizational assumptions like that of a ‘hierarchy of sanc-
tions’, on the one hand, and of ‘mutual or reciprocal sanctions’, on the other, we
can see what can in principle be accomplished if extrinsic motives are adminis-
tered properly by individuals. Since the organizational structures of sanctioning
could not conceivably be mechanical altogether but have to be of the type of in-
stitutionalized social orders themselves some kind of rule-following seems indis-
pensable to explain how commitments to execute (positive or negative) sanctions
can come into existence.¹²⁶ This in turn requires exploring the scope and limits of
rule-following.

Herbert Hart put rule-following center stage of the sociology of law but due
to the state of experimental work at his time Hart’s empirical hypotheses lacked
a scientific evidence-based foundation. As far as such a foundation is concerned
Kimbrough’s and Vostroknutov’s paper seems to be a major step in the right di-
rection. The authorsmanage to ‘introduce the experimental method of reasoning’
to a study of rule-following per se.¹²⁷ 1-They corroborate the thesis that there is
a general capacity for rule-following. 2-They show that this capacity does indeed
exert a causal influence on behavior in a wide class of games. 3-They show the
relevance of the social dimension of assortative matching as a central co-factor
in making the causal influence operative in ‘collective goods’ provision (social or-
der itself being one such good). 4-Finally, their distinction between generalized
rule-following (as measured by δ) and the particular prescriptive expectations

126 Mechanisms akin to the shocking device in the case of hierarchical or Leo Szilards dooms-
day arrangement (removing the remaining opportunistic decisions in MAD) in case of mutual
threats have a surreal ring to them but deserve to be explored to understand their limits better.
The traditional view of the role of retributive emotions (Mackie 1982) and the so-called altruistic
punishment literature, e.g. Fehr/Gächter 2002, are, in away, substitutes of suchmechanisms; see
also again in the same spirit Frank 1988.
127 In the times of Hume, the term experimental was not focused asmuch as today on data gath-
ering methods; see Demeter 2012. That David Hume’s Treatise was first translated into German
language (Hume 1978) by a psychologist is not accidental, though. That Reinhard Selten as one
of the founders of experimental economics had already auto-didactically studied theories of em-
pirical psychology before he in the 1950th participated in a game theory course of Ewald Burger
(Burger 1966) is also insufficiently known (oral witness Horst Todt) and insufficiently acknowl-
edged. Psychology had a fundamental influence on Selten who always insisted on distinguishing
between—in Hobbesian terminology—analyses ‘more geometrico’ which he compared to theol-
ogy anddiligently pursuedwith hismathematical skills, on the onehand, and experimentalwork
on the other; see Selten’s reponse to Shepsle in Alt et al. 1999 and for some more detail Kliemt
2017.
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that (like ‘equal outcomes’, ‘fair contribution’) arise from the particular context
(‘localizing the general proclivity in time and space’) seems to capture rather well
the ‘conventionalist’ aspect of institutionalized social norms and order.¹²⁸

Kimbrough and Vostroknutov obviously believe that they can fit their experi-
mental insights into an approach that leaves room for intrinsic motivation but is
still compatible with future-oriented opportunity-seeking behavior. For instance,
in the dictator game case with a pie of size y, substantive context-dependent pre-
scriptive expectations of ý=C as the appropriate share of the ‘pie’ (e.g.½y=ý) are
represented inUp=x(x=C)-δp*g(|x=C- ý=C|) inwhich ‘x(x=C)’ apparently represents the
shadow price of norm-following in the ranking function. Thereby it seems that in
each instance of decision-making there is an opportunistic choice between com-
plying with the norm or not involved. Yet this impression is deceptive: First, the
functional form of representing results is distinct from the theories that explain
them. Second, even if Up=x(x=C)-δp*g(|x=C-ý=C|) not only describes overall results
but represents the factors leading to these results term-wise, the general procliv-
ity of rule-following (and not only the contextual prescriptive expectation ý=C) is
part of it. According to the terminology of this paper this renders it a sociological
rather than a purely economic approach. Third, this sociological approach is not
of the ‘oversocialized type’ but has a systematic place for particular contextual
factors and personal relations (the localizing prescriptive expectations).

As far as an influence of rule-following is concerned economists who ac-
knowledge its presence have argued frequently that it should be treated like
friction in physics. Even though frictionless motion does not exist outside the
vacuum, friction is negligible and can be left out of account for many purposes
and in many specific contexts.¹²⁹ Analogously, economists have argued that non-
opportunistic behavior occurs only if opportunity costs are very low and would,
once it becomes costly, become negligible.¹³⁰More concretely, the factor δp*g(|x=C-
ý=C|) is assumed to be very small so that Up∼x(x=C) (‘∼’ indicating approximately
the same). Yet, even if homo oeconomicus behavior and opportunistic future-
oriented calculation would always dominate other considerations if costs are
‘sufficiently’ high this does not show that rule-following at low costs is socially
unimportant. Quite to the contrary, human social organization systematically ex-

128 In the coordination game both (C, C) or (D, D) would do. In real life, depending on locality,
driving on the left or driving on the right as well as different conceptions of localized justice are
relevant; see Elster 1992.
129 For details in a critical rationalist framework; see again M. Albert 2013; M. Albert/Kliemt
2017.
130 In ultimatum experiments actors may leave more than two monthly salaries on the table to
sanction offers regarded as too low (Slonim/Roth 1998).
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ploits cost-asymmetries:¹³¹ Hierarchy and ‘power over’ other individuals means
basically that some can impose high costs or high benefits on other individuals
at low costs to themselves.

In fact Kimbrough’s and Vostroknutov’s theory underlying the function Up
makes it intelligible why organizational structures put an actor p with high δp as
judge in a situation in which she has low personal stakes in how she finds. An
individual with high δp is assumed to be rule-following in her interpretation of
prevailing (contextual) legal prescriptive expectations.¹³² Such individuals should
be socially sought after if they can be detected.¹³³

The effects of assortativematching in theKimbroughandVostroknutov exper-
iment areparticularly intriguing ifwe consider selection effects as interactingwith
cost asymmetries. If we take into account that social order depends on an organi-
zational small group structure this brings the discussion back full circle to Hume.
His central thesis concerning social order is that a structure of permanently in-
teracting small groups (the natural organizational form of primates including the
human species) is underlying the process of creating andmaintaining the institu-
tionalization of social norms and extended social orders of large-scale interaction
(Hume 1739, bk. III, Sect. vii).¹³⁴

The trivial but fundamental law of all human organization is, that in any or-
dered large-scale social interaction there is an ordering organizational structure
of (internally ‘naturally’ ordered) small groups of permanently interacting indi-
viduals that renders the social order sustainable on ever larger scales.¹³⁵ As far
as the behavior of the small ‘organizing’ groups is concerned the combination of
individual rule-following proclivities and assortative mixing for collective goods’

131 See on political-organizational effects of low costs Brennan/Lomasky 1985; 1993; Kliemt
1986b.
132 She finds not so much according to what she deems right but to what is the particular law of
the land.
133 Pursuing an indirect evolutionary approach allows to systematically address the effects of
an ability to discriminate between committed and uncommitted individuals in different contexts;
see for specific examples Berninghaus et al. 2003; Brennan et al. 2003; Güth et al. 1999 and for
background ideas Frank 1987.
134 It is non-accidental that Hume included this feature of human organization into his account
ofhumannature. For him the large scale interaction in the ‘companyof strangers’ (Seabright 2010)
that we experience in ourmodern world is as far removed from the natural adaptation as one can
imagine but needs to be explained as resulting from human nature. As mentioned before there
are ‘ties’ to Humean ideas, see also Granovetter 1985.
135 This is an empirical claim concerning the necessity of socially ‘embedded’ personal small
group organizational structures in all large-scale impersonal ‘companies of strangers’ to which I
know no exceptions.
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creation in small groups of ‘particular’ individuals is of interest. By permanent
internal personal relations groups of individuals may be committed to courses of
collective action inways individualswouldnot be.¹³⁶Thisway thenatural proclivi-
ties and capacities to follow rules that have evolved in the co-evolutionary process
of ‘genes,mindand culture’ (Lumsden/Wilson 1981)may render increasingly com-
plex social orders feasible and sustainable over extended periods of time.¹³⁷ Pre-
scriptive expectations combined with the general proclivity of sufficiently many
sufficiently influential individuals to follow rules in ways supported by assorta-
tive matching seem key to the astonishing predictability of the workings of social
order up to the level of ‘Great Societies’.

The preceding remarks on how the division of labor can be extended from
small group contexts to the enforcement of rules for larger groups are admittedly
vague and speculative. This kind of sociological account of the emergence and
maintenance of social order needs further empirical exploration in particularwith
experimental economic methods.

In fairness to economics as a discipline it must be acknowledged that rule-
based deviations from the purely economic account of social norms are implicitly
assumed by the broad church of economic theorists who work within an ‘evolu-
tionary’ framework.¹³⁸ Parallel to evolutionary approaches a particularly impres-
sive case in point is the work of Peyton Young which shows how powerful eco-
nomic theoretical modeling can be.¹³⁹ Yet, praising these members of the disci-
pline of economics should not distract of the bad habits that also have been culti-
vated in the discipline. Becoming increasinglymore interested in the prestige and
the illusion of universality that mathematical sophistication bestowed on their

136 Rejecting under- and over-socialized accounts of social order and all sorts of utopian anar-
chism, left or right.
137 The rich literature on the co-evolutionaryprocess relevant here canbe found inHenrich 2016.
138 Of an almost endless list of contributions to evolutionary economics Alchian, Hayek, Nel-
son and Winter, Vanberg have already been mentioned. But there are also economists who have
worked on a rather biologically minded evolutionary theory of our species (Bowles/Gintis 2013).
Apopular presentationof such researchwhich covers also quite somematerial fromexperimental
economics refers to it as contributions to the ‘biology of our species’ (Sapolsky 2017). On themore
formal side, general modeling tools are presented in Page 2018, in particular chap. 4). On evo-
lutionary game theoretic modeling see Maynard-Smith 1982; Gintis 2000; Hammerstein/Selten
1994; Hofbauer/Sigmund 1984; Schuster/Sigmund 1983; Weibull 1995. More specific techniques
particularly relevant in social contexts are simulations of ‘game of life’ topological structures
(Hegselmann 1994; 1996; 2012).
139 An overview of his work cannot be given here since that would require a separate paper.
Fortunately, Young himself provided informal accounts of his views on social norms e.g. Young
2008; 2015.
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research than in testing the empirical validity of their fundamental hypotheses
many economists have been treating empirical arguments and observations of al-
ternative social theories that contradicted their core assumption of opportunity-
taking behaviorwith rather arrogant scorn.¹⁴⁰To add injury to insultmanypresent
day economists seem to claim old insights in particular of social philosophy, so-
cial psychology and sociology as new findings of economics for no other and bet-
ter reasons than that they are new to them. Willful ignorance of the history of their
own field and the traditions and findings of scientific competitors of the economic
approach were and still are cultivated in the ‘tribe of economists’.¹⁴¹

Regrettably much of ‘sociology’ has also been to a considerable extent
about defending certain theoretical preconceptions on a priori grounds (not only
by focusing on the issue of holism vs. individualism). In sociology it was not
opportunity-seeking, but rule-following behavior guided by internalized norms
and values that was taken to extremes of ‘over-socialized’ conceptions of human
behavior (Granovetter 1985). Downplaying opportunity-seeking behavior while
focusing more on the discussion of classics of social theory than on theories
conducive to empirical research was the result.

The anti-psychological and anti-individualist attitude of many sociologists
was no better than the resentment that economists cultivated in opposition to a
broadly speaking ‘psychological’ foundation of their discipline as rooted in laws
of human nature.¹⁴²What should have been an ongoing conversation between ad-
herents of economic and sociological approaches to social norms and social order
regrettably deteriorated too often into an academic ‘shouting contest’. Yet, as re-
cent experimental work shows in the disciples of economics and sociology ‘The
Times They Are a-Changin’!’ (Bob Dylan).

Those interested in more balanced and more extended approaches to social
norms and order in a spirit not too far from the one presented here might want to
consult (Bicchieri 2006; Bicchieri 2016; Brennan et al. 2013). As far as the role of

140 A brilliant and entertaining sinner’s turned victim report is Thaler 2015.
141 In a truly evidence-oriented science inwhich the results of a long history of trial and error are
‘stored’ in a canon of corroborated empirical findings concerning theoretical hypotheses (along
with empirical evidence and the studies that represent it) the marginal value added by knowl-
edge of alternative development paths that have been abandoned in the history of research may
indeed be marginal. However, in economics taking pride in the notoriously short memory of the
disciplinary discourse and ignorance of neighboring disciplines is absurd. The more disturbing
it is that Daniel Kahneman, a former victim of economists turned Nobelist in economics, in his
comments on the topic in Rakow 2010, 463, tries to outperform economists at their worst.
142 On top of this, sociological a priori theories like those of the Frankfurt School cultivated
hostility to the fact/value distinction. Large parts of so-called welfare economics do not seem
much better, though H. Albert 1958; Sugden 2018.
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rules in constitutional political economics is concerned obvious places to look are
Vanberg (1994) andBrennanandBuchanan (1985). Followingupon ‘following the
rules’ (Heath 2011) and on ‘understanding institutions’ (Guala 2016) may correct
some of my philosophical biases

Acknowledgment: I am indebted to Zombor Meder for the invaluable service of
drawingmy attention to the experimental work of Erik Kimbrough and Alexander
Vostroknutov—presented in Vostroknutov’s paper in the same issue of this Jour-
nal. The critical comments and inspiration ofMaxAlbert, Michael Baurmann, An-
ton Leist, Andreas Ryll and Alexander Vostroknutov are gratefully acknowledged.
Puttingmy views into their several economic, sociological and philosophical per-
spectives helpedme to stay the course and to organizemy stylized account of eco-
nomic and sociological approaches to institutionalized social norms around the
distinction between opportunity-seeking and rule-following individual behavior.
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